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International Stock Market Linkages in Southern Africa 
Abstract 
Stock markets are taking on an increasingly prominent role in financial development, and many 
developing and transition economies are establishing stock markets as part of financial reform 
processes. In theory stock markets can contribute to the mobilisation of savings and the 
allocation of investment, but there are questions as to whether this w orks in practice. One 
important issue is whether stock markets are efficient (in the financial sense), and a related 
question is whether share prices reflect economic fundamentals; both of these questions are 
important in addressing whether stock markets properly allocate capital. Another issue relates to 
the question of international linkages between markets: with greater integration of capital 
markets globally, financial market developments appear to be rapidly transmitted between 
markets around the world. While this can have beneficial impacts, in terms of improving the 
global allocation and pricing of capital, it may be disruptive if international capital flows are 
large relative to national markets and economies. 
This paper addresses such questions in the context of stock markets in three southern African 
countries, Botswana, Zimbabwe and South Africa. It uses a variety of empirical techniques to 
address the following questions: 
(i) are the markets efficient (using unit root tests of stock prices, and event studies of stock 
price reactions to news); 
(ii) are markets influenced by economic fundamentals such as GDP growth, exchange rates, 
and interest rates. 
(iii) to what extent are there linkages (in terms of common movements) in the market 
indices of the three southern African markets; 
(iv) to what extent are there co-movements between the market indices of the three southern 
African markets and both emerging and developed stock markets elsewhere in the world 
(specifically Asian markets, Latin American markets, London and New York). 
The research covers the period 1989 to 1996. With regard to efficiency, the results indicate that 
the South African market is efficient while the Botswana market is not efficient, according to 
both the unit root and the event study tests. There are conflicting results for Zimbabwe, but the 
more powerful event study test indicates that it too is inefficient. The Johannesburg Stock 
Exchange also shows the strongest influence of economic factors, with real GDP and the real 
exchange rate having a positive influence on the market, and real interest rates having a negative 
influence, as expected. The contrast between the JSE and the other two markets is likely to 
reflect the fact that the JSE is much larger and longer established, and has both more active 
trading and a broader range of stocks on the market. 
With regard to regional linkages, the results show that while there are co-movements between 
stock prices on the BSE and the JSE, the ZSE is not linked to either. There is no evidence of any 
significant long term linkages between any of the southern African markets and any of the other 
markets internationally. This is somewhat surprising, given the impressionistic evidence that the 
JSE in particular appears to be influenced by other stock markets internationally, but 
presumably indicates that in the long term (if not in the short term), the southern African 
markets remain most strongly influenced by domestic rather than international factors. 
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STOCK MARKET LINKAGES IN SOUTHERN AFRICA1 
1. I N T R O D U C T I O N 
Recent years have seen considerable attention devoted to analysis of linkages between stock 
markets in different countries. Much of the research was prompted by the nearlv simultaneous 
world-wide collapse of equities markets in October 1987, which apparently provided evidence of 
strong linkages between price movements in the major world stock markets. Interest in the topic 
has also been enhanced by the globalisation of financial markets, the progressive relaxation of 
controls on international capital movements, and the increasing importance of cross-border equity 
flows. 
In the financial economics sphere there are three key questions which arise with respect to changes 
in international stock market linkages: first, what are the implications for the rapid international 
transmission of national financial disturbances; second, what are the implications of these trends for 
the efficiency of stock markets in different countries, and third, what are the implications of 
linkages between stock markets for the international diversification of equity portfolios? The 
internationalisation of equity flows would appear to be accompanied by enhanced information 
flows, and hence greater market efficiency, while the removal of barriers between markets should 
lead to a tendency towards the equalisation of the price of risk. However, if markets become more 
closely linked in the sense that there are stronger co-movements of prices across markets, then this 
may result in changes to optimal international portfolio diversification strategies. 
The issue of stock market linkages is also relevant, from a policy perspective, in an environment 
where moves towards greater regional economic integration are being promoted. Increased linkages 
between stock markets is a component of regional or international capital market integration, 
which is in itself important for integration of goods and services markets to be effective. 
Most of the research to date on international stock market linkages has been concentrated on the 
major world stock markets (US, Japan, UK and Germany), although there has also been some work 
on the smaller developed country markets and Asian markets (Hong Kong, Singapore etc.). The 
Mexican crash of 1994/95 and its apparent transmission to other Latin American markets, as well as 
the recent episode of seemingly rapid transmission of financial market disturbances around East 
Asia, may well prompt more research into linkages between emerging markets. However we are 
not aware of any research into linkages between African stock markets, even though stock markets 
have been growing in importance in several African countries in recent years. In this paper, we 
investigate the extent of linkages between three stock markets in southern Africa, specifically 
Botswana, Zimbabwe and South Africa. We also consider the extent to which these markets are 
related to emerging markets more generally and to the larger international markets. The study also 
reviews the efficiency of individual markets, at both market index and individual stock levels. 
Finally, it also examines the extent to which stock prices in these markets are related to economic 
fundamentals. The paper is structured as follows: section 2 considers some of the general issues 
around international stock market linkages; section 3 reviews some of the previous research in this 
Final research report for the project supported under AERC research grant R7536. All views expressed herein are those of 
the authors and do not necessarily reflect those of any institutions with which they are currently or have formerly been 
associated 
area; section 4 discusses the basic characteristics of the three markets; section 5 presents the research 
objectives and methodology to be followed; sections 6, 7 and 8 present results, and section 9 
concludes. 
2. I N T E R N A T I O N A L S T O C K MARKET LINKAGES 
Recent trends 
It is generally accepted that the major world stock markets have become more closely linked in 
recent years. A range of factors can be identified which have strengthened the linkages between 
stock markets in different parts of the world, including: 
(i) the increasing importance of international capital flows and mobility, resulting from the 
progressive removal of controls on capital movements by the major industrialised countries 
and some developing countries; this is especially the case since the move from a fixed to a 
flexible exchange rate system amongst major world currencies in 1973; 
(ii) a general world-wide move to deregulate financial markets; the reduction of the degree of 
government intervention allows freely floating (market determined) prices and quantities to 
transmit excess demand pressures to other related markets (Ma, 1993:288); 
(iii) technological advances which have improved the speed of international financial transactions; 
improved the international flow of information between markets; helped to reduce 
transactions costs; and led to effective twenty-four hour trading; 
(iv) increases in the number of multinational companies whose shares are cross-listed on more than 
one major international stock exchange; such companies also tend to be involved in economic 
activities in a number of different countries around the world and hence their performance 
will increasingly tend to be affected by global rather than country specific factors; 
(v) increasing international trade. 
Although the above trends have had an impact on a range of different financial markets, it is in 
equity markets that globalisation has proceeded most rapidly (Aburachis 1993: 32). 
One impact of increased linkages between stock markets internationally is that price movements 
and other shocks are likely to be transmitted more rapidly between markets; increased 
interdependence between markets leads to a more rapid and larger transmission of national financial 
disturbances - through "contagion" effects - to other markets (von Furstenburg and Jeon, 1989, 
pl25). More specifically, a price fall in one market may lead to falls in other major markets - as 
apparently illustrated by the October 1987 collapse of equities prices world-wide, and on a smaller 
scale by the impact of the Mexican market crash in January 1995 on other markets in Latin 
America. More recently, in 1997, major disturbances in both currency and stock markets in East 
Asia appeared to be transmitted rapidly around the region, and subsequently had an impact on 
major developed country stock markets. These developments are of particular concern if market 
movements are excessive in relation to changes in economic fundamentals, in that the impact on 
other markets may be unnecessarily and undesirably disruptive, distorting the allocation of 
financial capital within an economy. 
A second impact of increased stock market linkages results from changes in the co-movements 
between prices in different markets, which can have a major impact on international portfolio 
diversification. As is well known from standard portfolio diversification theory, if the returns on 
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assets in a portfolio have a correlation of less than unity, then diversification can reduce risk. In the 
extreme case, where the returns are perfectly negatively correlated, then diversification can in 
theory eliminate risk entirely. Grubel (1968) gave one of the earliest expositions of how these 
benefits could be extended by diversifying a portfolio internationally, and in recent years 
international portfolio diversification has become fashionable because of the belief that the returns 
on financial assets from different countries had relatively low correlations; indeed, "the main 
driving force in [global equity] markets has been the fact that international portfolio diversification 
lowers risks without sacrificing expected returns" (Aburachis 1993:32). If international stock market 
integration leads to changes in the correlations of price changes between those markets, or alters the 
stability of correlations between markets2, then there are implications for international 
diversification and for portfolio capital flows between countries. The amount of benefit from 
international portfolio diversification is different under segmented markets than under 
internationally linked markets (Chou, Ng and Pi, 1994). If stronger linkages lead to greater co-
movements between markets internationally, the benefits of diversification may be reduced and 
hence there may be a reduction in portfolio investment flows3. As von Furstenburg and Jeon (1989, 
p. 163) have noted: "the spectacle of nearly simultaneous price collapses around the world in the 
[1987] crash should have led investors to revise their views about how much diversification gain 
could really be reaped from investing in different national stock markets". 
Portfolio Investment Flows to Developing Countries 
This issue is particularly important for developing countries, some of which have benefited 
significantly from portfolio capital inflows as developed country investors have started to take an 
interest in emerging markets - notably Mexico, Brazil, Argentina, Chile, Malaysia, Indonesia, 
Thailand and South Korea. Although high returns may be expected in these markets, these are 
undoubtedly volatile and therefore accompanied by higher risks than in the major developed 
country markets, as long as those risks (i.e. the variability of returns) have relatively low 
correlations with developed markets, there are significant benefits to investors. These benefits are 
potentially very large. It has been estimated that, on the basis of the performance of the US and 
emerging stock markets over the period 1987-91, if investors had held 20 percent of their portfolios 
in emerging markets, instead of actual holdings of less than 0.5 percent, they would have increased 
their average return by about 1 percent a year and significantly reduced their risks (World Bank, 
1993). Even by 1993, US pension funds still held only about 1 percent of their assets in emerging 
markets, at a time when these accounted for 12 percent of global stock market capitalisation (The 
Economist, January 28th 1995). 
Apart f rom South Africa, sub-Saharan Africa has not yet been a major beneficiary of inward 
portfolio investment, for a number of reasons4. First, the region's stock markets are - with the 
exception of the Johannesburg Stock Exchange - small, even by emerging market standards, and 
If the correlation structure is not stable over time, then the efficient frontier will be continuously changing and it will be 
difficult to identify any optimal portfolio selection (Maldonado and Saunders, 1981). 
Although there will still be benefits of diversification as long as r< 1. Furthermore, technical progress reducing transactions 
costs, and the greater openness of many markets to foreign investors, will serve to offset the reduced diversification benefits 
as market integration increases. 
Recorded portfolio flows into sub-Saharan Africa were $17 million in 1993, $641m in 1994, and 1297m in 1995. For 
South Africa, the figures were $144m in 1992nsmg to $4.6 billion in 1995, "the largest such flow to any developing 
country in that year" (Finance and Development, June 1997, p. 4) 
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there are few stocks of interest to major foreign investors5. Second, economic performance has 
generally been poor over the past decade, with economic reforms slower to take effect than 
elsewhere in the world. Third, there remain important restrictions on the entry of foreign investors 
into Africa's stock markets, although are progressively being eased. Nevertheless, interest in African 
markets is increasing, partly as a result of reform in South Africa which has removed some of the 
political barriers to investment in that country. The subsequent investor interest has also had 
positive spillover effects into neighbouring markets such as Botswana, Namibia and Zambia. 
A number of benefits of portfolio investment inflows are typically cited: 
(i) improving the operation of domestic stock markets, through increasing the number of 
market participants, boosting demand for shares, and raising turnover and liquidity; 
(ii) the standards required by international portfolio investors will improve information flows 
and disclosure, thereby reducing the potential for fraud and corruption. Both of these 
developments should then contribute to increased market efficiency; 
(iii) increased capital inflows can also help the stock market by boosting share prices and thereby 
reducing the cost of equity capital for firms, stimulating the overall rate of investment and 
improving gearing ratios; 
(iv) at a macroeconomic level, portfolio capital inflows can help to redress a shortfall of domestic 
savings below investment needs, and (temporarily) improve the balance of payments. 
(v) recent research also indicates a positive relationship between the size and liquidity of stock 
markets and the long run rate of economic growth (Levine and Zervos, 1995, 1998). 
However there may be drawbacks of portfolio capital inflows, which may be short term and highly 
volatile - as is evident from Mexico's experience in late 1994 and early 1995, and East Asia's in 1997. 
Inflows may be used to finance current account deficits due to high levels of consumption rather 
than investment, and can leave a country exposed to sudden capital outflows and with reduced 
discretion over domestic economic policy. 
Policy Issues 
A number of policy issues are raised in considering the question of linkages between stock markets 
in southern Africa: 
1. the efficiency of regional stock markets in southern Africa, and the extent to which movements 
in stock markets reflect changes in underlying economic influences (such as interest rates and 
economic growth). Both of these factors have implications for the effectiveness of stock markets 
in allocating finance to different potential uses; 
2. whether there are any significant linkages between the various stock markets in southern Africa, 
and between those markets and the rest of the world, with implications for encouraging inflows 
of portfolio investment into different countries of the region; 
3. whether linkages between stock markets in the region are increasing, indicating a contribution 
to the broader process of regional economic integration. 
The two largest stock markets outside of South Africa • Nigeria and Zimbabwe - are the smallest markets in the IFC's 
Emerging Markets Index. 
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3. RESEARCH O N I N T E R N A T I O N A L STOCK MARKET LINKAGES 
Although there has been a steady stream of research on international stock market linkages over 
the past two decades, interest appears to have grown since the late 1980s. This is partly a result of 
the increasing importance and implications of such linkages due to the factors noted above, but was 
particularly stimulated by the October 1987 crash. This event, which involved nearly simultaneous 
price collapses around the world, caused equity markets world-wide to lose about $1.2 trillion in 
market capitalisation. It has been described by Shiller (in von Furstenburg and Jeon, 1989:171) as 
"the most dramatic single event in world financial history", and as Aderhold et al (1988:34) note: 
"the speed, size and simultaneity of the price declines in such a wide variety of markets stunned 
participants and observers alike and prompted a search for explanations". Research interest has also 
been prompted by the development of new statistical techniques for the analysis of asset market 
efficiency and interdependence (unit root and cointegration tests), techniques which have been 
more widely applied to the analysis of foreign exchange markets (see for example MacDonald and 
Taylor, 1989) but which have only recently been applied to stock markets. 
Madura (1985) provides a review of the earlier studies dealing with international stock markets; his 
classification of the literature into the following three main areas is also followed by Chan, Gup 
and Pan (1992): 
(i) studies of the gains from international portfolio diversification; 
(ii) examination of intertemporal patterns of correlation coefficients among international stock 
markets; and 
(iii) the application of more sophisticated methodologies to investigate the co-movements of world 
stock markets. 
In addition, more recent studies consider: 
(iv) the extent to which greater equity market integration is linked to broader processes of regional 
economic unification (e.g., Harris and Smith, 1996). 
There are also two related areas of research applicable to individual national stock markets (rather 
than linkages between stock markets) but which are highly relevant to the current topic. These are: 
(v) evaluating the efficiency of individual stock markets; 
(vi) examination of the impact of economic fundamentals on stock markets. 
Most of the empirical studies in this area have been applied to the world's major stock markets 
(USA, Japan, UK and Germany), although some of them have incorporated markets in some of the 
other industrialised countries (such as Canada, Italy, France, Belgium, Holland, Australia etc.). 
Some of the more recent studies cover the Far Eastern markets, e.g. Chan, Gup and Pan (1992) on 
Singapore, Hong Kong, South Korea and Taiwan, and Yong (1993) on Malaysia. To date, none 
have dealt with African markets (except for Chan and Lai's (1993) inclusion of the JSE in their 
study of fourteen international markets). 
Below we review some of the literature on international stock markets, paying particular attention 
to categories (ii) - (iv) above; category (i) - the benefits of international portfolio diversification - will 
only be dealt with indirectly. 
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Stock Market Efficiency 
One of the most important areas of research into stock markets is the question of "efficiency". In 
this context, the term "efficiency" has a very precise meaning that is somewhat different to the 
conventional economic concept relating to the efficiency with which inputs to a production process 
are transformed into outputs. In financial economics, efficiency relates to the use of or response to 
information in the formation of stock prices (or the price of other assets, such as foreign exchange 
or commodities). In the literature, the efficiency of individual markets is typically assessed prior to 
the evaluation of linkages between markets. 
According to Fama (1970), a market is efficient if prices always fully reflect available information. 
Prices will then act as a signal for the allocation of capital between different firms and sectors in an 
economy according to their relative profitability. This conclusion is based upon two important 
assumptions. Firstly, that stock prices accurately reflect the expected future profitability of firms. 
Secondly, that expectations about profitability are themselves based upon economic fundamentals 
(relating to individual firms, particular sectors of an economy, or the economy as a whole) and are 
not arbitrary guesses. Fama's proposition is usually termed the Efficient Markets Hypothesis 
(EMH), which is that share prices always reflect available information about economic 
fundamentals. 
Although the E M H states that prices always fully reflect available information, Fama suggested that 
there are different categories of efficiency depending upon how much information is assumed to be 
available: 
1. weak-form efficiency, where current prices reflect all historical information about share prices; 
changes in share prices cannot therefore be predicted from past trends in prices; 
2. semi-strong form efficiency, where current prices also reflect all current public information 
relating to profit expectations, and prices should therefore adjust speedily to public 
announcements of such relevant information; 
3. strong form efficiency, where prices also reflect private information relating to profit 
expectations 
The issue of efficiency is important because it has major implications for the behaviour of stock 
prices. If markets are efficient, all available information at time t is incorporated in the price of the 
stock at time t. The price of a share therefore always reflects its fundamental value. The price will 
therefore change as new information about economic fundamentals becomes available. However, as 
the flow of future information cannot be predicted from current information (because any future 
information which could be predicted is necessarily part of the current information set), future 
information flows are random. Hence stock price movements are random, and future prices cannot 
be predicted f rom currently available information, or alternatively that the best predictor of the 
stock price at time f + 1 is the price at time t. Stock prices should therefore follow a random walk. 
The alternative to efficiency is that price changes are not random; at time t the market price has not 
fully incorporated the information available at time t, and hence future price movements can be 
predicted from currently available information. 
One implication of efficiency is to undermine the position of professional market analysts who 
claim to be able to predict future market movements on the basis of past trends (the chartists) or 
current information. More precisely, if markets are weak-form efficient, consistently good 
predictions will only be possible on the basis of access to information prior to other economic 
agents, and if they are semi-strong efficient consistently good predictions will only be possible on 
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the basis of inside (non-public) information. Efficiency also suggests that past performance is no 
guide to future performance - clearly some stocks do perform better than others over any given 
time period, but this is essentially random and is no guide to which stocks will do better in the 
future. 
Testing for stock market efficiency 
A stock price (or stock price index) series can be modelled as follows: 
Pt = a + fiT + pPtA + £t 
where Pt is the price at time t, the variable 7 is a time trend, and e is an error term. The values of 
the coefficients a, /?and pdetermine the basic character of the time series. represents "drift", i.e. a 
fixed movement in each time period, while 6 represents the impact of a time trend. However, the 
most important coefficient for determining the character of the series is p, as can be seen by 
reconfiguring the model in terms of changes rather than levels. 
APt = a + PT + {p- + £t 
If p < 1 then (p - 1) < 0 and the price change (AP) depends upon the price at t-1. This denotes a 
lack of efficiency. Such a series is called mean- or trend-reverting, and enables forecasts to be made 
of future prices from past prices. Any shocks away from the trend will eventually be dissipated. 
By contrast, if p = 1 then (p - 1) = 0, and the price change in any period simply consists of the drift 
and trend component (if any) plus a random change £t. Thus future prices cannot be forecast from 
past prices and the market is efficient. Such a series is termed a random walk (with trend and/or 
drift). Any shocks will be permanently incorporated into the price and there is no trend-reverting 
tendency. 
The time series described above may therefore be either stationary (if p < 1) or non-stationary (if 
p = l)6. We can test for market efficiency by testing for the value of p, that is, by testing whether the 
series has a unit root. 
Examples of the use of unit root tests of stock market efficiency can be found in Chan and Lai 
(1993) and Chan, Gup and Pan (1992). Chan and Lai examine weak form efficiency in fourteen 
major stock markets over the period 1988 to 1990. They use weekly data, in log form, with the 
following two models: 
Model 1: Xt = // + b(t-T/2) + aXtA + £t (with trend and drift) 
Model 2: Xt = // + aXtA + £t (with drift) 
where Xt is a stock price series, / / i s the drift, 7*is the total number of observations and £t are error 
terms. They test the hypothesis H 0 : < 2 = 1 against the alternative H : : a * 1, using the Phillips-
Perron test. They also ran unit root tests on the first difference of stock prices to see if the stock 
price series has a second unit root. 
The results show that the hypothesis of unit roots is not rejected except for New York (in Model 1) 
and Brussels (in Model 2). They conclude that: 
In the exceptional cases of New York and Brussels, one of the two models does support the 
unit root hypothesis. Hence it is appropriate to suggest that there exists unit root in stock 
prices in all markets. Moreover, unit roots in the first difference of stock prices (i.e., stock 
A series is (weak sense) stationary if the mean, variance and covariance are invariant with respect to time. 
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returns) are rejected at the 1 percent level. These findings suggest that changes in stock prices 
are stationary. Thus the stock prices are 1(1), implying that the stock price level of the ith 
market at t is solely dependent on the stock price at t-1, plus an error term. The markets are 
individually weak form efficient (1993: 282-3). 
However, we should note that their rejection of the unit root hypothesis for one of the two models 
in the case of New York and Brussels may indeed indicate that those markets are not efficient. 
Their methodology, however, does not permit the selection of the appropriate model and hence an 
unequivocal conclusion about the efficiency of these two markets. 
Chan, Gup and Pan (1992) apply a very similar analysis to the major Asian markets and the United 
States. The use three regression models, adding the following model to the two used in Chan and 
Lai (1993): 
Xt = aXt_t + £t 
They test for unit roots ( a = 1) using the Phillips-Perron test on both daily and weekly data over 
the period 1983 to 1987. The countries covered are Hong Kong, Singapore, South Korea, Taiwan, 
Japan, and the USA. The tests indicate that the null hypotheses of unit roots in both daily and 
weekly stock prices in all countries are not rejected, while unit roots in the first difference of stock 
prices are all rejected at the 1 percent level. Stock prices are all 1(1), and all markets are therefore 
weak form efficient. 
Dwyer and Hafer (1990) test for unit roots in stock price index series for a number of countries 
(Australia, Canada, France, Germany, Japan, UK, USA) using daily data during the period in 1986 
and 1987 leading up to the October 1987 crash. Using the Dickey Fuller test, they cannot reject the 
hypotheses that all series have unit roots. 
Event Studies 
The basic principle underlying event studies is that relevant economic information should have an 
impact on the value of an economic asset. These type of studies are variously referred to as analysis 
of market micro-structure, market based accounting research (MBAR) and, more generally, event 
study tests of the efficient markets hypothesis (EMH). The definitions are probably due to the 
epistemology of the researchers. In the first definition the researchers are attempting to examine the 
intrinsic factors which determine the structural relationships within capital markets; so the 
question, what determines the stock price?, is only an aspect of this (Lease, Masulis, and Page, 
1991). The MBAR definition recognises the fact that accounting information is primarily ex-post 
data. The announcements made usually refer to financial performance achieved in t.b while the date 
of publication is assumed to be t0. Accordingly, MBAR studies usually use historic accounting data 
to assess information efficiency of financial markets by evaluating the price effects of the historic 
data on ex-ante prices. Event studies are arguably a more specific form of market micro-structure 
studies and more general form of MBAR studies, in that they use the same methodology as 
described above to evaluate the impact that the announcement of an event might have on the price 
of a financial market asset. 
The impact of financial information on financial market asset prices has been extensively analysed. 
Indeed, Mackinlay (1997) notes that the first recording of empirical application of the impact of an 
event on the price of a financial asset was by Dolley ( 1933). This early study made an attempt of 
assessing the effect that a stock split might have on the stock price. The more recent studies of Ball 
and Brown (1968) and Fama (1970) developed the methodology that is still the basic standard used 
in event studies today. The standard (Ball and Brown) method for examination of firm values 
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assumes that a firm's stock price is equivalent to the present value of expected future benefits that 
accrue to its shareholders. Accordingly under this framework the magnitude of a firm's reaction to 
a value influencing announcement (the earnings response coefficient - ERC) should be related to the 
effect of the announcement on the expectations of future benefits accruing to its equity holders.7 
However the EMH is difficult to test directly, because to do this it is necessary- to know each 
market's anticipated net operational cash flows and anticipated required rates of return for all future 
periods, and all information relevant to security prices and the way in which this information is 
reflected in the prices. Accordingly it is therefore necessary to design tests (such as event studies) of 
the EMH which are based on available information and statistical techniques. 
When conducting an event study the first step is to determine the event(s) which are to be analysed, 
and then define the event window. This is the period of time over which stock prices will be 
analysed to measure the effect of the event. For example, if the event study is attempting to 
determine the information content of dividend announcement, if daily data is used, then the 
announcement of the dividend is the event, and the event window is a period of time which 
includes the day of the announcement with regard to dividends. To enable analysis of periods 
before and after the event, the event window is usually longer than the actual date of interest. 
Accordingly it is normal practice to expand the period of interest beyond the actual date of interest. 
So, in an analysis using daily data, the period of interest would include the day of the event and 
several days before and after the event. If the study uses weekly data then the event window for 
analysis will include the week of the announcement and several weeks before and after the week in 
which the event is announced. The main reason for this approach is that the market may gain 
information before the event takes place and therefore it is possible to investigate this by examining 
the stock price over periods prior to the event announcement. 
The next step in the event study is to determine the criteria for the selection of industry sectors and 
firms for investigation. Sometimes, as is the case in the empirical exercise contained herein, this is 
dictated by the availability of data.8 This is not the case with regard to research on stocks in 
developed capital markets where there are several extensive data bases.9 
Review of Different Event Study Models 
The impact of announcement is measured by estimating the abnormal return. An abnormal return 
is the actual ex-post return of a security over the event window minus the normal return of the 
firm over the event window. The normal return is the return is the expected return in the absence 
of the event taking place. The abnormal return for firm i on event date t is 
ARuRU-E(Ru \ X t ) 
where AR& Ru and E(RU | X j are the abnormal, actual, and normal returns for time period t. Xt is the 
7 Therefore in the context of a two period model the impact of an announcement as measured by the size of the returns 
reaction is a function of the persistence of earnings. We can postulate the following joint hypothesis. Firstly, the stock price 
is equal to the present value of the expected future benefit accruing to equity holders. Secondly, the present value of the 
revisions in expected future earnings approximates the present value of the revisions in these expected future benefits, and, 
thirdly, a univariate time series model of earnings approximates market expectations. Accordingly the magnitude of the 
ERC to announcements should be positively related to measures of persistence of earnings across firms. For more on 
announcements and earnings persistence, see Kormendi and Lipe (1987). 
8 Okeahalam (1994) uses asymptotic estimation to attempt to overcome the difficulties that the absence of data has on 
carrying out event studies on capital markets in Africa. 
9 An extensive list and description of the major data bases for event studies is provided in Board, Pope jnd Skerratt (1991). 
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conditioning information for the normal return model and is determined by the choice of normal 
return selected. Usually, either the constant mean return model or the market model is used. In the 
former, X, is a constant and the assumption is that the mean return of a stock is constant through 
time. In the market model X, is specified as the market return and here the assumption is that there 
is stable relationship between the market return and the specific stock return. 
Thus, statistical models are based on statistical assumptions about the behaviour of asset returns and 
are not dependent on economic assumptions. Statistical models assume that asset returns are jointly 
multivariate normal and independently and identically distributed. This asset-returns assumption, 
allows for both the constant mean return model and the market model to be correctly specified. 
Although this is a strong assumption, this approach is used primarily because the inferences derived 
f rom the model are robust to deviations f rom this assumption. Furthermore, by using a general 
method of moments approach, the statistical assumptions can be modified for consistency in 
autocorrelation and heteroskedasticity in the analysis of abnormal returns. The statistical constant-
mean return model can be specified as follows: 
Ru = Mi + Au 
E( AJ = 0 var( A J = cr^ 
The constant-mean return model is a simple one, yet it is used because the variance of the abnormal 
return is not much reduced by the specification of more sophisticated models. Indeed, Brown and 
Warner (1985) find that it provides similar estimates to those derived from more complex models. 
When the model is applied to daily data then nominal returns are usually specified. However, when 
monthly data is used, the model can be used to estimate real or excess returns, i.e., returns in excess 
of the risk-free rate, proxied as the yield of the one month to maturity Treasury bond or gilt 
instrument. 
Another statistical model is the market model. It is an improvement on the constant mean return 
model because it removes the part of the return that is related to variations in the market return. 
This leads to a reduction in the variance in the abnormal return and leads to an increase in the 
Ru = a , + filRm,+ eit 
E( Si, = 0) var( sit) = cr£ 
model's ability to detect the effect of events. It is specified as follows: 
where Ru and Rmt are the firm i and market m returns for period t respectively, sit is the zero mean 
disturbance term, and a„ and o are the parameters of the market model. 
Other statistical models are also used in event studies. These include factor models such as the 
market model, which uses portfolios of traded securities to reduce the variance of the abnormal 
returns by defining more of the variation in the normal return. The market model is a one factor 
model, but multi-factor models that utilise industry sector indices in addition to the market have 
been developed. However, there are no significant benefits in using multi-factor models in event 
studies. This is because the marginal explanatory power derived by including additional factors to 
the market factor is small and there is only minor reduction in the variance of the abnormal return. 
Variance reduction is largest where the sample of firms have a common characteristic, such as being 
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in the same industrial sector1". 
In situations of limited data, the market-adjusted return model can be used. This is particularly so 
when the pre-event estimation period for the normal model parameters is unknown or not feasible. 
In such instances, the market-adjusted return model is a restricted market model with 
constrained to zero and & constrained to one. Since the model parameters are prespecified, it is not 
necessary to specify an estimation period to get parameter estimates. 
O n the other hand, economic models are dependent upon assumptions regarding the behaviour of 
investors, and not only statistical assumptions. The two main economic models are the capital asset 
pricing model (CAPM) (Sharpe, 1964, and Lintner, 1965), and the multi-factor normal performance 
arbitrage pricing theory (APT) model developed by Ross (1976). 
The CAPM develops an equilibrium framework in which the expected return of an asset is a 
function of its' covariance with the market portfolio. The debate on the efficiency of CAPM rages 
on. Several studies have identified that deviations from the linear CAPM risk-return trade-off is 
dependent on other variables: firm size (Banz, 1981), earnings yield (Basu, 1983), and leverage 
(Bhandari, 1988). The ratio of the firm's book value of equity to its market value has also 
highlighted certain difficulties with CAPM. Fama and French (1992) examined the cross-section of 
average returns and beta, and fmd only a weak relationship for a fifty year period and no 
relationship for a 27 year period. They also find, as Banz (1981) had done earlier, that firm size and 
book to market equity effectively capture cross-sectional variation in average returns over the same 
27 year period. Their book-market results are further reinforced in Fama and French (1995). 
However, the findings of several studies, in particular Kothari, Shanken and Sloan (1995), support 
CAPM in that they find ex-post returns compensation for the same 50 year period examined by 
Fama and French. This suggest that book to market equity is at best weakly related to average stock 
returns, and implies that the findings of Fama and French (1995) are the result of survivorship bias. 
However, while the debate continues, CAPM is being used less frequently in event studies because 
of questions raised regarding the validity of the restrictions imposed by it on the market model. 
Accordingly results of studies based on CAPM may be affected by these restrictions. Although this 
sensitivity to restrictions may be overcome by using the market model, the CAPM is rarely used 
without extensive relaxation of assumptions. 11 
With regard to multi-factor normal performance APT models, the general conclusion is that the 
major factor is analogous in behaviour to the market model and that the addition of further factors 
does not increase explanatory power. Accordingly the benefits of using the APT, as opposed to the 
more simple market model, are small. A possible benefit of using the APT model is that it removes 
the biases of the CAPM. However, this is something which the statistical models do as well with 
less complexity, and is probably why statistical models are used more frequently in event studies. 
As in the empirical exercise in this study, where all the stocks are classified into two industry sectors - retail stores and 
banking and financial services. 
CAPM. assumes that firstly the market portfolio is efficient and that secondly the expected returns are linearly related to 
betas. These two assumptions are not separate because either implies the other however Kandel and Stambaugh (1995) have 
shown that either can hold nearly perfectly while the other fails grossly. Their argument is that there is an exact linear 
relationship between expected returns and betas of a given portfolio if and if the portfolio lies exactly on the minimum 
variance boundary. If the portfolio is inefficient, Le., it does not lie on the minimum variance boundary then a plot of 
expected returns versus betas bears no relation to the position of the portfolio in mean-variance space. It is possible to have 
an OLS slope and R2 close to zero when the portfolio is close to the minimum variance boundary. At the same time 
however a near perfect linear relation can occur with any desired intercept and slope if the portfolio is grossly inefficient. 
Such findings add to the growing disquiet regarding CAPM. 
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International Linkages Between Stock Markets 
Moving beyond the issue of the efficiency of individual markets, we can consider ways of analysing 
the linkages between stock markets in different countries. This has been of interest to researchers 
for some time (for early investigations see Ripley, 1973 and Panton, Lessig and Joy, 1976), but has 
recently achieved more prominence. This reflects the greater importance of international capital 
flows and of other international economic linkages over the past two decades. 
Correlation Analysis 
The simplest approach to analysing international stock market linkages is to construct correlation 
coefficients for the levels of stock price indexes in two different markets, or alternatively for 
changes in stock price index levels. Dwyer and Hafer (1988) analyse correlations between stock 
markets (using exchange rate adjusted daily data) in the USA, UK, Japan and Germany for the 
period surrounding the 1987 Crash. They find that although correlations are high, they are also 
unstable - i.e. there are major differences in correlation coefficients when the sample is divided into 
pre- and post crash periods. Dwyer and Hafer interpret this as follows. In the absence of restrictions 
on international capital flows, and ignoring issues of country risk, arbitrage will ensure that the 
expected rate of return (in a common currency) for investors in different markets are equalised (a 
situation which they term "stock return parity"). However, stock price levels in the two countries 
will diverge because the market indexes are comprised of different firms' stocks, which will react in 
different ways to economic and other developments. Even with equalisation of expected returns, 
actual or ex post returns will differ due to the impact of unexpected developments which affect stock 
prices in the two countries as well as the exchange rate. More specifically, if the stock markets in 
two different countries are efficient and follow random walks, the relative stock price (the ratio of 
the level of stock prices in the two countries) will also follow a random walk. 
Relative stock prices next period simply are equal to relative stock prices this period plus the 
difference between the unexpected parts of the holding period returns [in each market] and 
the unexpected change in the exchange rate. In other words, even if expected rates of return 
are identical, relative stock prices in terms of a common currency are a random walk . . 
[and] . . show no tendency to return to any particular value. This is important because it 
means that even if the expected holding period returns of two stock were perfectly correlated, 
the levels of the prices will show no stable relationship. Because relative stock prices are 
characterised as random walks, correlations between the levels of national stock price 
indexes are unstable (Dwyer & Hafer 1988, p.5). 
Although the correlations between the levels of national stock price indexes are unstable, the 
authors find that correlations between changes in the indexes (as opposed to levels) are positive and 
significantly different from zero. They conclude that: 
these results are consistent with the notion that movements in the indexes, unlike levels of 
the indexes, are indeed related. . . either financial transactions or international trade of 
goods and services affect the different indexes in the same direction (p. 10) 
They also carry out a similar analysis over the 31 year period from 1957 to 1987, using monthly 
data, which encompasses both fixed and floating exchange rate periods for the major world 
currencies. These show that although correlations (of changes in levels) between the pairs of 
national stock prices indexes are positive and significantly different from zero in both sub-periods, 
they are higher in the floating rate period (from April 1973), suggesting that the markets are more 
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closely linked in this period. However, they also note that while the correlations are positive and 
significant, they are also far f rom one. 
A similar approach is adopted by Aburachis (1993) who carries out regressions of US stock returns 
(i.e. changes in stock prices) against stock returns in Canada, France, West Germany, Italy, Japan 
and the UK. Using monthly data for December 1979 to December 1989, he carries out regressions 
for two sub-periods (i.e. pre and post the October 1987 Crash) as well as for the whole period, and 
examines the correlation coefficient (R2). He finds that, apart f rom Canada, there were very large 
increases in correlations in the post-Crash period, with the R2 more than doubling in most cases. 
Eun and Shim (1993) summarise a number of studies examining the relationship among national 
stock markets, and conclude that correlations among returns to national stock markets are 
surprisingly low. However, most of the studies cited were carried out in period 1970 - 1976, 
therefore mostly using data relating to the fixed exchange rate period. The low correlations found 
are not surprising, and are in keeping with Dwyer and Hafer's results. 
Harris and Smith (1996) calculate correlation coefficients using daily data for fourteen European 
stock markets during 1983 to 1987 and 1990 to 1995, with the second period distinguished by the 
absence of exchange controls on capital movements between most of the markets considered. They 
find that while in the first period around half of the correlation coefficients for pairs of markets are 
not significantly different f rom zero, in the second period all are significantly different from zero. 
In 103 of the 105 pairs of markets examined, the correlations of daily stock market returns are 
higher in the period following capital account deregulation. 
Cointegration Analysis 
While correlation analysis represents the traditional method of ascertaining the strength of linkages 
between stock markets, and changes in those linkages over time, it is now generally acknowledged 
that this approach does have some shortcomings. Correlations are determined by short term trading 
noise as well as long term relationships between the markets; such short term variations in pnces 
can obscure the picture of the long run (Chou, Ng and Pi, 1994). Further insight into the existence 
(or otherwise) of long term relationships between stock markets can be gained directly, with 
reference to the concepts of stationarity and integrated time series12. If two stock price series are 
individually random walks, they will each be integrated of order 1. Analysis of correlations 
between the levels of stock prices may therefore produce spurious results, in the same way as the 
regression of one 1(1) series on another, and indicate a relationship when in fact none exists. 
Therefore, as Dwyer and Hafer note, "using the levels of the stock market indexes to judge whether 
there is any relationship between the markets is fallacious" (p. 10). 
One way to judge whether the relative stock price follows a random walk, as suggested, is to carry 
out unit root tests on the relative price series. Dwyer and Hafer find that for the period around the 
1987 crash, relative stock prices for all of the pairs of countries considered do indeed have unit 
roots, supporting the random walk hypothesis. This result suggests that there is no constant 
relationship between the levels of national stock price indexes, and goes against the belief that the 
intensity of the 1987 crash was made more severe because markets in different countries tended to 
move together. They find similar results for unit root tests on relative stock prices during the 
floating exchange rate period. 
Following Engle and Granger (1987), a non-stationary series which can be transformed into a stationary series by 
differencing d times is said to be integrated of order d. A series Xt integrated of order d is denoted: Xf ~I(d). 
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Cointegration analysis can also be used to test for long term relationships between stock price 
indexes in different countries. If two markets are cointegrated, stock price indexes in the two 
markets will tend, over a long period of time, to follow each other. In fact the unit root test used by 
Dwyer and Hafer above on relative stock prices is equivalent to testing whether two stock price 
indexes are cointegrated with a coefficient (>.) of unity. Their finding that unit roots exist in the 
relative stock price series indicates that the two series are not cointegrated in this way, i.e. that there 
is no long term relationship between the indexes. 
An alternative interpretation of cointegration analysis as applied to stock markets is that it is a test 
for collective market efficiency. If there is a long term relationship between stock price levels in 
two markets, then the stock price in one market will be constantly adjusting towards the long term 
equilibrium value of the relative stock price of the two markets. This conflicts with the 
requirement of weak form efficiency that a market already incorporates all historical information. 
Chan and Lai (1993) express this more formally in terms of cointegration and error correction. If 
stock price index series for two markets and St are 1(1) and are cointegrated such that - ASt is 
1(0), this gives error correction equations of the form: 
AS) = ' " [ - ] - -o'iS f ;_1] +lagged (AS) andAS(;) + eif 
a s | =fl2[s;_1 - ^ s ; ^ ] * lagged (as ; andAS;) + e2/ 
where al and a2 are non-zero coefficients and the eits are stationary error terms. 
The error correction equation simply states that if stock prices in markets i and j are cointegrated, 
then stock prices in market i are predictable by [5/ - fl^Sy]. This is in conflict with the requirements 
of efficiency. Therefore, cointegration implies inefficiency (Chan & Lai 1993: 281), a finding which 
echoes the conclusions of Granger (1986) and MacDonald and Taylor (1988, 1989) that asset prices 
f rom two efficient markets cannot be cointegrated. 
Chan and Lai (1993) use cointegration analysis to test for long term relationships between fourteen 
major international stock markets. They find that most of these markets have some degree of 
interdependence with other markets, and in particular that nine markets are cointegrated with 
London. They conclude that "virtually all the stock markets were not collectively efficient during 
the period f rom 1988 to 1990" (p.283), meaning that stock price movements in one market could be 
predicted by using stock prices in another market. This result appears to contradict their findings 
regarding the individual efficiency of the stock markets considered. 
This result is interpreted in terms of the potential for international diversification of investment 
portfolios. Such diversification is ineffective if the returns on the different financial instruments in 
the portfolio are highly correlated. Chan and Lai conclude that cointegration of markets implies 
that the gains from international diversification would be limited, as some of the unsystematic risk 
cannot be diversified away. 
An similar analysis is carried out by Chan, Gup and Pan (1992) who test for cointegration between 
the US and five major Far Eastern stock markets, using both daily and weekly data over the period 
1983 to 1987. They find that in all cases there is no evidence of cointegration between pairs of stock 
markets, and conclude that the markets are "pairwise weak-form efficient . . . stock prices of one 
country cannot be predicted by that of another single country" (p.302). This contrasts with Chan 
and Lai's result above. The differing results may be due to the different group of markets covered, 
or to the different time period used. However, it is perhaps significant that Chan and Lai's finding 
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of cointegration between markets stems from the post-1987 Crash period whilst the finding of no 
cointegration stems f rom the pre-1987 period. 
Taylor and Tonks (1989) paper addresses the issue of the internationalisation of stock markets in 
respect of a specific policy question, that is, the abolition of UK exchange controls in 1979. They 
analyse bivariate cointegration between the UK and four other developed country stock markets 
(the USA, Japan, West Germany, and the Netherlands) in pre- and post-liberalisation periods. They 
find no cointegration between the UK and the other markets in the pre-1979 period, but reject no 
cointegration (except with the US) in the post-1979 period. They conclude that cointegration has 
increased as a result of capital account liberalisation, and that this means that in the long run, 
correlations between returns in the UK and the Japanese, German and Dutch stock markets will be 
highly correlated. As a result, "the reduction in long-term portfolio risk from international 
diversification will be slight . . . as long-run covariances between stock markets are higher than 
those in the short run" (p.336). 
More recent analyses of cointegration between stock markets use multivariate rather than bivariate 
tests of cointegration. This enables cointegration to be tested between groups of markets rather 
than simply pairs of markets. As Chou, Ng and Pi (1994, p.2) note: "not finding cointegration in a 
small system does not imply no cointegration in a larger system the finding of cointegration in 
a larger system, but not in a smaller subsystem of prices, can be interpreted as indicating that the 
linkage among international stock markets is broader and hence the markets are more integrated"'3. 
They employ the multivariate cointegration technique of Johansen (1988) and Johansen and 
Juselius (1989) to analyse linkages between six markets (the USA, the UK, Japan, France, Germany 
and Canada) f rom 1976 to 1989, using weekly data. They find that there are multivariate 
cointegrating vectors in the set of six stock market indices, indicating that there are long run 
equilibrium relationships between them. Using subsets of indices they find that there is 
cointegration between the three European market indices, and between the USA, Canada and 
Japan. Splitting the data into two sub-periods (1976-83 and 1983-89) they find that cointegrating 
relationship have become stronger over time, which they interpret as being consistent with the 
increasing liberalisation and globalisation of financial markets. 
Harris and Smith (1996) undertake a similar multivariate analysis with fourteen European stock 
markets, using daily data, and specifically address the issue of whether greater economic integration 
within Europe has been accompanied by greater stock market integration. Again splitting the 
sample into two sub-periods, they find that cointegration has increased since 1990, and that a 
European equity market is emerging, with London playing a central role. 
Stock Markets and the Influence of Economic Fundamentals 
The standard model of share valuation holds that the equilibrium price of a share at time t (p) is 
equal to the discounted present value of the expected future cash (dividend) flows from that share. 
Pt 
i=i 
where E,d,+, is the expected value at time t of the dividend in period t + i, (3=(l + r)'1, and r is the 
expected real interest (discount) rate. 
Although, as pointed out earlier, a true test for capital market integration requires an assessment of the pricing of risk in 
different markets. The correct interpretation should simply be one of linkages between markets. 
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Anything which changes expected future profits (and hence dividends), or the discount rate, will 
therefore affect the share valuation. As noted above, in an efficient market share prices respond to 
information regarding economic fundamentals because of the impact on expected profitability of 
firms. An alternative approach to examining the determination of share prices in different countries 
is therefore to analyse the extent to which they are influenced by economic fundamentals. 
The prices of individual company shares should be influenced by four sets of economic factors: 
those relating to individual firms, to particular sectors of the economy, to the national economy as 
a whole, and to the international economy. By considering national stock market indexes rather 
than the shares of individual firms or groups of firms the first two sets of information become 
redundant, and we can therefore consider the impact of national and international economic 
factors. 
It is questionable whether the large declines in share prices that have been observed during crisis 
periods can really be explained by changes in economic fundamentals. During the 1987 Crash for 
instance, the US stock price index fell by 22% during the month of October, while many other 
countries' market indices fell by even larger amounts during the same period (Australia, for 
instance, fell by over 40%). In 1997, large declines were experienced in several Asian markets; for 
instance, the Hong Kong stock market fell by 23% on October 22, 1997, while the South Korean 
stock market fell by almost 50% during the last four months of 1997. However, it is not just in 
crash periods - which may be times of exceptional rather than typical behaviour - that the question 
becomes relevant. A similar question has been posed as a result of the long equity market bull run 
stretching into 1997 and 1998; does the steady rise in equity prices, especially in the US where there 
have been several years of double-digit returns, reflect a strengthening of economic fundamentals 
and a rise in corporate profitability? If the answer is yes, then the rise should be sustainable. If not, 
then the market looks increasingly overvalued with regard to those fundamentals, and a correction 
is likely. 
A number of researchers have investigated the impact of economic fundamentals on share prices. 
Von Furstenburg and Jeon (1989) examine the causes of changes in stock prices in the USA, the 
UK, Japan and Germany using daily data during 1986-1988, and consider the impact of exchange 
rates, interest rates, and oil and gold prices. The results are unimpressive, and they are "unable to 
link stock price movements consistently with the broad economic fundamentals" (p. 153). Shiller, in 
his discussant's comments on the this article, considers that: 
A number of researchers have investigated the impact of economic fundamentals on share prices, 
and in some cases have attempted to separate out these influences from international influences, 
von Furstenburg and Jeon (1989) examine the causes of changes in stock prices in the USA, the UK, 
Japan and Germany using daily data during 1986-1988, and consider the impact of exchange rates, 
interest rates, and oil and gold prices. The results are unimpressive, and thev are "unable to link 
stock price movements consistently with the broad economic fundamentals" (p. 153). Shiller, in his 
discussant's comments on the this article, considers that: 
probably the reason that we cannot explain stock price movements in terms of such 
fundamentals is that stock price indexes are not so determined. Most stock price index 
movements seem to be due to social attitude changes, spontaneous changes of public opinion 
(von Furstenburg and Jeon, 1989, p. 173). 
H e also notes that there is no convincing explanation of the 1987 Crash in terms in expectations for 
long-run fundamentals; for instance, there was virtually no change in either the long-term rate of 
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discount or in the expected growth of earnings. Instead, he attributes both the New York Crash 
and the international correlation of stock price movements to investor or market psychology. 
However, this work is hampered by the use of high frequency (daily) observations. It is much more 
conceivable that changes in stock price indexes and economic fundamentals are closely linked only 
over longer periods. It has been pointed out that "changes in variables such as exchange rates or 
interest rates cannot be interpreted as changes in fundamentals at the high frequencies represented 
by daily price changes. Therefore the lack of correspondence between changes in those variables 
and stock prices is not surprising" (Durlauf, in von Furstenburg and Jeon 1989, p. 175). 
This is consistent with the findings of Fama (1990) that changes in the rate of growth of production 
(as a proxy for the changing economic conditions that would impact on expected dividend growth) 
have a significant impact on returns on the New York Stock Exchange. He finds in this and earlier 
work (Fama 1981) that real economic activity explains larger fractions of the variations in stock 
market returns for longer return horizons. For instance, whereas production growth explains only 
6% of the variation in monthly returns on the NYSE (during 1953-1987), it explains 43% of the 
variation in annual returns. These results suggest that whereas short term (daily or weekly) changes 
in stock market indexes may well be largely influenced by "investor psychology" as Shiller has 
suggested, over the longer term economic fundamentals are more important, although even over 
the longer period a large proportion of stock market return variation is unexplained by real activity 
variables. Chen, Roll and Ross (1986) examine a range of economic factors that change expected 
cash flows and/or the discount rate. They find that several macroeconomic variables - the dividend 
yield, the spread between long and short term interest rates, inflation, and real output - significantly 
influence stock returns. 
Remolona (1991) attempts to identify the impact of domestic and foreign economic fundamentals 
on excess stock market returns (where excess returns are the returns over a quarter minus the three 
month interest rate at the beginning of the quarter) in the USA, UK and Japan. The results show 
that real domestic growth rates have an influence on excess stock market returns (although the 
results are not particularly robust in statistical terms), but that foreign economic factors have no 
impact. What is interesting, and is the main point of the research, is that foreign excess returns 
appear to have an impact on domestic excess returns, and that domestic markets tend to overreact 
to changes in foreign markets, thereby driving market prices away f rom fundamental values. 
Bennett and Kelleher (1988) examine the impact of both foreign stock market indexes and domestic 
economic fundamentals (including short and long term interest rates, industrial production, 
inflation and unemployment) on stock markets in the USA, Japan, the UK and West Germany, 
using regression analysis on monthly data over an approximately thirty year period to 1987. The 
results show that there is some relationship between domestic and foreign stock price indexes. They 
also find that in all countries both short and long term interest rates have a significant impact on 
stock price indexes, and that in the UK, USA and Germany industrial production also has an 
impact. However, these results should be taken with some caution given the likelihood that some 
or all of the data series used are non-stationary and hence there is the possibility of spurious 
correlation arising in the regressions. 
Dwyer and Hafer (1990) investigate the impact of a variety of domestic and foreign economic 
factors on changes in real stock prices in five industrial countries, using monthly data from 1973 to 
1987. The variables considered include change in the interest rate, unexpected change in industrial 
production, and change in real exchange rate. Of these, the change in the domestic interest rate is 
the only variable that is consistently significant. However the overall explanatory power (R2) of the 
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regressions is disappointingly small; they conclude that "there appears to be some relationship 
between changes in stock prices and interest rates, but the fraction of variation in these indexes 
explained is hardly overwhelming" (p.62). 
The methods of analysis used in the above studies are now rather outdated, and do not take into 
account recent developments in econometrics. Typically, models are estimated by OLS, without 
testing the time series characteristics of the data, or examining whether long run cointegrating 
relationships are present. This may have an impact on the results. Dwyer and Hafer's (1990) model, 
for instance, models changes in real stock prices in terms of changes in domestic and US real 
interest rates, changes in domestic and US industrial production, and changes in the real exchange 
rate (vs. the US dollar). As these variables are likely to be stationary (i.e., if their levels are 1(1)), this 
essentially models short term movements in stock prices, and does not examine long term 
relationships between stock prices and economic variables. Nevertheless, their approach is 
instructive for our purposes as it includes both domestic and foreign determinants of stock returns, 
and therefore potentially provides a means of modelling linkages between markets in different 
countries through economic variables. 
4. STOCK MARKETS I N S O U T H E R N AFRICA 
Although there are a number of stock markets in Africa, all of them except for South Africa are 
small by global standards. As at the end of 1996, 14 stock markets existed in Africa, of which 11 
were in sub-Saharan Africa (see Table 1). New markets are being established in Malawi, Uganda and 
Tanzania. 
Table 1 
African Stock Markets, 1996 
(ranked by turnover) 
Capitalisation Turnover Turnover No. of 
(US$ million) (US$ million) ratio stocks 
Zambia 229 3 1.0% 5 
Swaziland 1642 8 0.6% 6 
Ghana 1493 17 1.1% 21 
Cote D'lvoire 914 20 2.2% 31 
Botswana 326 31 9.0% 12 
Namibia 473 38 12.1% 12 
Kenya 1846 67 3.7% 56 
Nigeria 3560 72 2.6% 183 
Mauritius 1676 79 5.4% 40 
Zimbabwe 3635 255 8.8% 64 
Tunisia 4263 281 6.8% 30 
Morocco 8705 432 5.9% 47 
Egypt 14173 2463 22.2% 646 
South Africa 241571 27202 10.9% 626 
TOTAL 284506 30967 10.9% 1779 
Excluding South Africa 42935 3765 8.8% 1153 
Source: IFC Emerging Markets Factbook 1997 
Most of the sub-Saharan African (SSA) markets are relatively small, whether measured in terms of 
capitalisation, turnover, or number of stocks, with the main exception being the Johannesburg 
Stock Exchange (JSE). Although the Nigerian market has a large number of stocks, trading levels 
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are low, the market is illiquid, and is dominated by trading in government securities. In fact, 
African stock markets in general, including the JSE, are illiquid by global standards, a characteristic 
that may well have negative implications for market efficiency. As liquidity has also been found to 
be one of the most important factors linking stock market development with economic growth 
(Levine and Zervos, 1998), this could explain why the emergence of stock markets in Africa has as 
yet had little broader economic impact. 
Of the SSA markets, those in Nigeria and Zimbabwe have been part of the IFCs Emerging Market 
Index (South Africa has been incorporated since the beginning of 1995). However, they are the two 
smallest markets in the Index. Although data is limited on overall portfolio capital flows into 
Africa, the small size of African markets suggests that they have been largely by-passed by the rapid 
increase in portfolio flows to emerging markets more generally in recent years, a situation which 
has been reinforced by the relatively strict controls on foreign ownership of shares in many of the 
countries where stock markets exist. However, with the ending of apartheid in South Africa, that 
country has become of interest to portfolio investors since 1994, and there have been substantial 
inflows. Anecdotal evidence suggests that the smaller stock markets in other southern African 
countries are benefiting from this renewed interest in the region. 
Below and in Table 2 we summarise some of the key characteristics of the three southern African 
stock markets included in this study. The summary draws upon a number of sources, primarily IFC 
(1997), ZhuParris (1993), and Matome (1997). 
The Johannesburg Stock Exchange (JSE) 
The JSE is the oldest stock market in Africa, having been established in 1887 shortly after the 
discovery of gold on the Witwatersrand. In the early years most of the capital required for the 
development of gold mines was raised overseas (primarily in London) and the role of the JSE as a 
forum for raising capital was limited, it being characterised more by speculative behaviour with 
frequent booms and crashes. Over the past century the market has grown steadily and become 
more diversified, but in some ways has changed little. It remains dominated by mining related 
firms, and is heavily influenced by the fortunes of the mining sector. And despite its apparent 
sophistication, the JSE is still criticised for being primarily a forum for speculative activity rather 
than for serious capital raising. 
By the end of 1996 the JSE had 626 listed shares with a total market capitalisation of R1130 billion 
(US$242 billion). In 1996 the JSE ranked as the 16th largest stock market in the world in terms of 
market capitalisation, and the third largest emerging market (after Malaysia and Taiwan). As a 
result it dwarfed all other stock markets in Africa, accounting for 85% of the total capitalisation of 
African stock markets (see Table 1). Over the period 1989-1996, market capitalisation grew by 
240% in local currency terms, and 84% in US dollar terms, the difference resulting from the 
substantial depreciation of the rand against the US dollar over the period. The number of listed 
stocks, however, fell from 748 in 1989 to 626 in 1996. Market capitalisation also represents a very 
high proportion of GDP, at 206% in 1995, which is much larger than the other two markets 
considered here. By these standards, therefore, the JSE is a very large market. 
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Market capitalisation can however be a misleading indicator of the size of a market, and in terms of 
the value of business transacted, the JSE ranks much lower, at 26th in the world in 1996, and 10th 
among emerging markets. This reflects the relatively low liquidity of the market; in 1996 total trade 
(turnover) amounted to only 10.9% of market capitalisation, although this is a significant 
improvement from the 1.6% turnover ratio recorded in 1989M. 
The illiquidity of the market itself reflects another characteristic of the JSE: the domination of share 
ownership by a small number of large conglomerate companies, which have their origins as mining 
houses. Because of this, most of the shares in companies quoted on the JSE are effectively 
unavailable for sale. This in turn reduces the number of shares available for purchase by the 
growing number of domestic institutional investors in South Africa as well as foreign portfolio 
investors. These institutions, with their preference for shares in blue chip companies, tend to hold 
on to such shares when they do manage to get hold of them, thus reducing further the shares 
available for trading. The situation is compounded by a combination of exchange controls, which 
restricts outward capital flows by both companies and institutional investors, and which effectively 
bottles up capital inside the country, and the preference of those capital owners for investing in 
financial rather than physical assets. 
The analysis here splits the overall period into two sub-periods (1989-93, and 1994-96) (see section 
6). In local currency terms, the first sub-period showed stronger growth, with market capitalisation 
increasing at an average annual rate of 22% in the first period, and 15% in the second period. The 
market index increased by 124% over the period as a whole, but this represented an average annual 
growth rate of 13.2% in period 1, and 10.8% in period 2. In US dollar terms (as reported by the 
IFC), however, the situation was reversed, with both market capitalisation and the index growing 
faster in the second period than the first. This difference is largely due to the impact of the financial 
rand, which applied to capital transactions until March 1995, and which sharply reduced the dollar 
value of local currency values in the first period. Although growth in local currency terms was 
slower in the second period, trading volumes were nonetheless higher. This is reflected in the 
increase in market liquidity (turnover ratio) noted above, and suggests that trading was generally 
keener in the second period. 
Besides being affected by the political changes taking place in South Africa over this period, and in 
particular the lifting of formal and informal financial sanctions against the country, the JSE 
experienced a major set of reforms in late 1995. These reforms included permitting corporate 
membership of the exchange for the first time; the introduction of regulations covering the 
protection of investors and members; and the introduction of electronic trading, replacing the old 
open outcry system; and the permitting of negotiable brokerage fees. Furthermore, foreign 
investors have been exempt from paying withholding tax on dividends since October 1995. 
Together, these reforms should contribute to greater transparency and efficiency on the JSE. 
Botswana 
The Botswana Stock Market (BSM) was established in June 1989, as part of the government's 
attempts to diversify and expand the financial sector, and to provide a secondary market for 
publicly held shares. The BSM, which initially operated under a set of interim regulations, was 
formally established as the Botswana Stock Exchange (BSE) in 1995, following the passing of the 
Botswana Stock Exchange Act in 1994. Until early 1998, the market had only a single broker that 
By comparison, the US had a turnover ratio of 84% in 1996, the UK 33%, and Taiwan 172%. 
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matched buy and sell orders but did not take positions; in other words, the BSE does not have a 
market maker. Many of the Act's provisions will only become relevant as more brokers are 
established15. 
As at the end of 1996 there were 12 listed securities with a total market capitalisation of P i 190m 
(US$326m). These listed securities cover a very narrow industrial spread, with more than half 
belonging to the financial institutions sector (including banks, insurance, etc.). Other activities 
represented include trade, property, and brewing. None of the companies active in Botswana's 
important mineral sector are represented on the BSE. Market capitalisation was equivalent to 
approximately 9% of GDP in 1995. 
Market turnover is small by world standards, with total turnover of $32m in 1996, giving an 
average daily turnover of only $160,000. Relative to total capitalisation, this gives market liquidity 
(measured annually) of 9.0% in 1996, which is higher than that of most other SSA stock markets 
although low by world standards. The progress of the aggregate market is measured by a single all-
share index (the Botswana Share Market Index), which is computed as a weighted average of relative 
prices. Although trading takes place daily, the index is calculated only on a weekly basis. 
The BSM/BSE has grown rapidly since its establishment in 1989, when there were only five listed 
shares. Capitalisation grew by 900% between 1989 and 1996 in local currency terms, and 409% in 
US dollar terms, and listed shares grew to 12. The average annual growth rates of market 
capitalisation were 47% and 21% in local currency terms in the first and second sub-periods 
respectively, and 37% and 8% in US dollar terms. Although the lower growth rates in dollar terms 
result from the depreciation of the pula (linked to the rand) against the dollar, this encouraged 
foreign buying, especially in the second sub-period, as shares on the BSE were viewed by foreign 
fund managers as being undervalued. 
Over the period as a whole the market index grew at an average annual rate of 17% in pula terms 
and 7% in dollar terms. Growth rates were much higher in the 1989-93 period, with the index rising 
at an average annual rate of 23% and 15% in pula and dollar terms respectively, compared to 8% 
and -3% in dollar terms in the 1994-1996 period. Nevertheless, both market liquidity and trading 
volume increased sharply in the second sub-period, largely reflecting the increased role of foreign 
investors. 
There are some exchange control restrictions on inward investments by foreigners, although 
different restrictions apply to direct and portfolio investors. In the case of the latter, the restrictions 
are relatively loose and are effectively non-binding. There are no restrictions on the outflow of 
capital from share sales. Capital gains from investments in listed securities are exempt from capital 
gains tax, and there is a 15% withholding tax on dividends. 
Although the BSE has grown rapidly since its establishment it remains small and has had only a 
limited impact on the availability of finance for investment (Jefferis, 1995). Previous research also 
suggests that, in its early days at least, the market was not efficient (Chisambi and Matome, 1993). 
Ownership of shares remains highly concentrated, with large shareholdings held by controlling 
parent companies. 




The Zimbabwe Stock Exchange (ZSE) is one of the world's oldest stock markets, having been 
established in 1896, although the current ZSE's uninterrupted operations only date back to 1946. It 
is the second largest in sub-Saharan Africa, with a total capitalisation of US$255 million as at the 
end of 1996, and 64 listed securities. The ZSE has four broker members and employs a call-over 
trading method. The ratio of market capitalisation to G D P in 1995 was 31%, rather more than 
Botswana but much less than South Africa. However, this figure is substantially ahead of the 17% 
capitalisation to GDP ratio recorded in 1989. Between 1989 and 1996, market capitalisation 
increased by 1542% in local currency terms and 240% in US dollar terms. The fastest growth 
occurred between 1994 and 1996, with capitalisation rising at an average annual rate of 36% in US 
dollar terms, compared to 8% in Zimbabwe dollar terms. The discrepancy between local currency 
and US dollar growth rates reflects the rapid depreciation of the Zimbabwe dollar, which fell from 
2.25 to the US dollar at the end of 1989 to 10.82 at the end of 1996. The market index has shown a 
similar growth pattern, rising by 110% in US dollar terms over the 1989-96 period, representing an 
average annual rate of -3.5% from 1989 to 12993 and 34% f rom 1994 to 1996. 
The market has received a boost in recent years through the gradual relaxation of controls on 
foreign investment since late 1993, which has encouraged an inflow of foreign portfolio investors. 
Foreign presence has increased to such an extent that trading by such investors accounted for 78% 
of total trading in the year to March 1996. Nevertheless, some restrictions on foreign investors 
remain: a single foreign investor is not permitted to own more than 5% of a listed company, and 
total foreign ownership is not permitted to exceed 25% of the outstanding shares of a single 
company. Taxes are also relatively high: dividends are subject to a 20% semi-annual tax, and capital 
gains are taxed at a maximum rate of 30%. The exact rate of capital gains tax depends on the length 
of time for which an investment has been held, and serves to discourage speculative trading on the 
market. 
The increasing activity on the ZSE led to a rise in turnover f rom US$36m in 1989 to USS255m in 
1996, and a consequent increase in market liquidity from 4% to 9%. Although historically a very 
illiquid market, the ZSE now has liquidity levels comparable to those of Botswana and South 
Africa. The rise in liquidity is matched by an increase in trading volumes between the two sub-
periods, due largely, as noted above, to the presence of foreign investors in the market. 
5. RESEARCH OBJECTIVES A N D M E T H O D O L O G Y 
Research Objectives 
The broad objectives of the current study are to analyse the efficiency of southern African stock 
markets, to analyse factors that determine movements in the market indices, and to evaluate the 
extent of linkages between those markets and with larger international stock markets. The more 
specific objectives are as follows: 
1. to examine the (individual) efficiency of three stock markets in southern Africa (Johannesburg, 
Zimbabwe and Botswana), and to investigate the factors which may cause differing levels of 
efficiency across markets - such as the numbers of market participants, market liquidity, etc.; 
2. to e x a m i n e the extent of linkages between the three stock markets in southern Africa (to what 
extent are prices or price changes (rates of return) correlated across markets; whether there are 
any long term relationships between prices in the different markets; whether the strength of 
linkages appears to be changing over time); 
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3. to examine the extent of linkages between the region's stock markets and larger international 
stock markets (focusing on New York and London) and emerging markets more generally; 
4. to examine the impact of economic fundamentals (domestic, regional and international 
economic variables) on stock markets in the region. 
5. to examine the efficiency of the markets in terms of the responsiveness of individual stocks to 
news or announcements. 
Objectives 1, 4 and 5 are to enable conclusions to be drawn on the extent to which the region's 
stock markets are proving to be efficient in allocating financial capital through the efficient pricing 
of shares. Objectives 2 and 3 are aimed at evaluating the extent to which the Southern African 
markets are linked to each other and to the worlds stock markets more generally, and thereby to 
provide a preliminary assessment (from the perspective of co-movements in stock market indices) 
of the extent to which these markets are integrated with each other. This will provide information 
as to the extent of the benefits of international portfolio diversification. If those markets do not 
move closely with the larger international markets, then diversification into these markets offers 
benefits to potential inward international investors to the region. Similarly, if the regional stock 
markets are not closely linked, then inward portfolio investors would benefit from investing in all 
of the regional markets. If regional markets are closely linked, then diversification across markets 
has limited potential benefits and inward international investors to the region would achieve most 
or all of their gains by investing in one regional market only. 
Hypotheses 
The working hypotheses to be tested are as follows: 
1. The smaller markets (Botswana and Zimbabwe) are not (weak form) efficient (due to an 
insufficient range of listed shares and market participants). 
2. The Johannesburg Stock Exchange, as by far the largest market in the region and reasonably 
large by international standards, is efficient. 
3. Changes in share prices in the smaller markets (Botswana and Zimbabwe) are correlated with 
changes in share prices on the JSE. 
4. There is a long term relationship between share prices in the smaller markets with share prices 
on the JSE. 
5. The JSE is linked to the major world stock exchanges (London and New York) as well as to 
emerging markets. 
6. The smaller markets are not linked to the major world stock exchanges (London and New 
York) or to emerging markets. 
7. The strength of linkages between stock markets in the region has increased over the period since 
1989. 
8. Share prices on the JSE reflect domestic and international economic factors. 
9. Share prices on the smaller markets are influenced by: economic fundamentals in their respective 
domestic economies; the South African economy; and the world economy. 
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Methods of Analysis 
The methodology used here follows the approaches of several of the studies cited above which have 
researched stock market efficiency, international linkages between stock markets, and the impact of 
economic variables on stock markets. The following methods of empirical analysis are employed: 
(a) Correlation analysis 
Following Dwyer and Hafer (1988) and a number of other authors, we analyse correlations 
between the changes in national stock market indexes (P(dx)(dy))- ^ changes in the indexes are found 
to be correlated this will be consistent with the view that there are factors (such as international 
financial transactions and capital flows, or trade in goods and services) which affect the different 
indexes in the same direction (Dwyer and Hafer 1988: 88). 
(b) Unit root tests of individual market efficiency 
Following Chan and Lai (1993) and Chan, Gup and Pan (1992) we examine the weak form 
efficiency hypothesis using unit root tests. Three models are used (model with both trend and drift, 
model with drift, and model with neither trend nor drift): 
( T\ 
Model 1: yt = + $ [ / - —] + "/ (with trend and drift) 
\ 2 / 
Model 2: yt = /£ + fX yt_x + u, (with drift) 
Model 3: y , = f f y , - \ + u ? 
where: 
y t = any stock price series (in natural logs) 
u = drift 
T = total number of observations 
u t = error term 
The hypothesis is: 
H 0 : a = 1 H a : a * 1 
If the hypothesis of a unit root in stock prices in a particular country is not rejected, it implies that 
the consecutive changes in stock prices over the relevant period are random. Therefore, the market 
index follows a random walk and its movement in any period cannot be predicted from 
information in the index in any previous period(s), and the market is weak form efficient (in the 
Fama (1970) sense). Tests for market efficiency are carried out individually for all of the markets in 
this study. Market efficiency tests are also carried out for various sub-periods. We note that in some 
cases, the predictability of stock returns can be affected by time-varying risk premia. Analysing sub-
periods therefore enables an assessment of the degree to which market efficiency changes over time. 
In carrying out the unit root tests we employ a sequential testing technique which helps to 
distinguish series which are trend stationary from those which are difference stationary (see Dolado, 
Jenkinson and Sosvilla-Rivero, 1990; Harris, 1995), i.e., which of the models 1, 2 or 3 is 
appropriate. Starting with the general model (Model 1) incorporating both trend and drift, we test 
the null hypothesis that - 1 (i.e., that there is a unit root and the series is not 1(0)). If this is not 
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rejected, we test the null hypothesis that /?, = 0 (i.e., that the trend is insignificant). If that is not 
rejected we use the simplified Model 2, and test the null hypothesis that 1. If this is not 
rejected we test the null hypothesis that z^'r = 0. If this is not rejected then we use a further 
simplified model (Model 3) without trend or drift, and test the null hypothesis that Using 
this sequence of tests, it is possible to determine which, if any, of the three possible unit root 
models are appropriate. If the hypothesis of a unit root (i.e., the series is not 1(0)) was not rejected, 
then unit root tests are then carried out on the first differences of the selected model, to determine 
whether the selected series is 1(1) or characterised by a higher order of integration. 
(c) Event Study 
An event study is carried out to gain insight into the efficiency of three stock markets in the 
southern Africa region. The aim is to evaluate the efficiency of the regional markets so as to 
determine the extent to which they may be integrated. Two tests are carried out. Firstly we use the 
market model to evaluate the response of each of the three markets to new information. This is 
done by using weekly data to calculate abnormal returns over a six month event window. Secondly, 
analysis and evaluation of cumulative abnormal returns is carried out. These tests aim to establish 
whether the three markets are (weak form) efficient with respect to earnings announcements. 
Since the market model is used for the empirical exercise that follows herein, it is useful to clearly 
explain how measurement and analysis of abnormal returns are carried out. The standard 
methodology is as follows Firstly returns are measured in event time t. The event date is £=0 and 
t = T, +1 to t = T2 is the event window. The estimation window is t=T0+ 1 to t = T: is the estimation 
window. Accordingly L, =T,-T0 and L2 = T2-T\ are the length of the estimation window and the 
event window. The event window length should normally be larger than one so as allow for 
analysis of abnormal returns around the event day. If the event window is included in estimation of 
the normal model parameters, the event returns might bias the normal return measure. A further 
effect would be that the normal returns and the abnormal returns would capture the event impact. 
This is contrary to the epistemology of event studies, in that the basic assumption is that the event 
is captured only by the abnormal returns. To ensure that this does not happen and to ensure 
further that there are estimators of the parameters of the normal return model which are not 
influenced by the returns around the event, specifications ensure that the estimation window and 
the event window do not normally overlap. The post-event window data is used with estimation 
window data to estimate the normal return model. This assess the validity of the normal market 
return measure as its parameters are changed (see Campbell, Lo, and Mackinlay, 1997, pp. 157-163 
for further details). 
The standard market model is used as follows to test the asset pricing efficiency of the three 
markets. The constant and slope of the regression are evaluated by weekly data. To estimate the 
distribution of abnormal returns over time, cumulative abnormal returns (CAR) are estimated. 
CAR are aggregated average abnormal returns calculated over the event window. To capture the 
residuals between actual stocks returns and returns to the market indexes, the market model is 
estimated as described above. For the market model residual returns we assume that the nominal 
stock returns are generated by the following process: 
Rlt = a + ^Rmt + elt 
Rlt is the natural logarithm of the return for firm i in week t, and Rmu is the natural logarithm of the 
return on the relevant market index, a and P are the parameters to be estimated for the 60-week 
period. The benefit of using the market model is dependent on the R2 of the market model 
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regression. The higher the R2 the greater is the variance reduction of the abnormal return, and the 
larger is the gain. 
(d) Comtegration tests of long term relationships between markets 
The unit root tests allow us to examine whether the markets are individually efficient. However, 
individual market efficiency does not tell us anything about linkages between markets. 
Cointegration tests can be used to examine whether two asset markets are collectively efficient; if 
they are, then there will be no long term relationship between the markets and they will not be 
cointegrated (Granger, 1986; MacDonald and Taylor, 1988, 1989). Cointegration therefore implies 
inefficiency. As investors typically want to diversify away unsystematic risk, cointegration between 
markets reduces the benefits to investors of diversification. Following Chan and Lai (1993), the null 
hypothesis is that there is no cointegration among stock prices in different markets. Cointegration 
analysis is carried out both within the southern African markets and between these markets and 
other emerging markets and two of the larger developed country markets. Bivariate tests for 
cointegration are applied to the levels of stock market indexes in pairs of countries, and multivariate 
tests are applied to broader groups of markets. This is done for both the whole period and for 
different sub-periods, in order to assess whether the strength of linkages (if any) between the 
markets has been changing over time. It should be noted that while many authors interpret such 
cointegration tests as tests of the degree of integration of equity markets, they are more 
appropriately interpreted as tests of co-movements between markets. Capital market integration 
should rather be assessed in terms of whether the price of risk is equated across markets, which 
requires completely different empirical techniques such as the international capital asset pricing 
model or international arbitrage pricing theory. 
In order to ensure comparability between countries, national stock price indexes (which are 
calculated in national currencies) are adjusted for exchange rate changes and expressed in a common 
currency. In keeping with much of the literature on this topic, we do not attempt to incorporate 
dividends into stock returns. Data on dividends (for markets as a whole) are much less readily 
available than on stock price indexes, for the markets under consideration, especially at the 
frequency of data to be used in this analysis. 
(e) Impact of Economic Fundamentals 
Correlation analysis and tests of market efficiency do not themselves determine what factors cause 
stock market indexes to change. Efficiency tests examine whether markets incorporate available 
information, but cannot determine what kind of information the markets respond to. We therefore 
examine two aspects of this question. At the micro level, event study methodology is used to 
determine the responsiveness of individual stock prices to items of news (see section (c) above). At 
the macro level, we model the relationship between stock market indices in Botswana, South Africa 
and Zimbabwe and macroeconomic variables from those countries, to determine the extent to 
which individual stock markets respond to national economic fundamentals. However, as we are 
interested in linkages between national stock markets, we also include foreign economic variables as 
channels for generating linkages between markets. It is possible that any linkages found between 
the Botswana, Zimbabwe and South African markets may be partly due to the impact that the 
South African economy has on the smaller economies of the region. Similarly, if the southern 
African markets are linked to broader international markets, this may be due to the impact of 
international economic developments. 
Our approach does not attempt to derive a fundamentals model from first principles, and must be 
considered a somewhat preliminary attempt to link southern African stock market indices with 
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economic variables. It is based upon the "atheoretic" model of Dwyer and Hafer (1990), with some 
adaptations in terms of the variables included and the empirical techniques used. The choice of 
variables is focused upon factors that might influence share valuations, either through expected 
future dividends or the discount rate. We therefore include the domestic interest rate, and gross 
domestic product (Dwyer and Hafer use industrial production, but this data series is not available 
for the countries under consideration). Dwyer and Hafer incorporate possible influences of foreign 
developments (for countries other than the USA) by including US industrial production, the US 
interest rate, and the real exchange rate (relative to the USA). We follow this approach by including 
(for Botswana and Zimbabwe) the South African interest rate and GDP, and the real exchange rate 
relative to South Africa. For South Africa, we include the US interest rate and GDP, and the real 
exchange rate relative to the USA (as a proxy for international economic conditions). 
The model to be estimated is therefore: 
Sf = a 0 + cqY^ + a2Yff + ctjRER, + a4idt + aji^ + e n 
where: 5 is the real stock market index; Yi and Y are domestic and foreign real GDP; id and / are 
domestic and foreign real interest rates; Xis real exports; and RER is the real exchange rate (precise 
definitions are provided in Table 9). 
A priori, it is expected that the real stock market index will be positively related to real GDP, the 
real exchange rate and foreign interest rates, and negatively related to domestic interest rates. The 
link between the level of real GDP and profits is straightforward, while for the real exchange rate, a 
rise (depreciation) will boost the profitability of domestic producers of tradables (exports and 
import substitutes) vis-a-vis foreign competitors. Modelling factors that might influence the 
discount rate is more difficult. Whereas Dwyer and Hafer use interest rates, Chen, Roll and Ross 
(1986) employ a more sophisticated approach that includes both interest rates and risk premia. 
They point out that the discount rate is an average of different rates over time, and therefore 
incorporate term-structure spreads across different maturities of instruments (measured by the 
spread between the 1-month Treasury Bill rate and the long term government bond yield). Risk 
premia are measured by spreads between yields on low-grade bonds and long-term government 
bonds. In the three Southern African markets under consideration, however, data on these different 
rates of return are not available (either because the instruments do not exist, or if they do exist the 
data are not reported). Hence this analysis retains the rate of interest as the proxy for the discount 
rate. 
The role of domestic and foreign interest rates will depend upon the degree of an economy's 
integration into international capital markets. Higher real interest rates are typically expected to 
depress the stock market index, whether through a substitution effect (the improved attractiveness 
of interest-bearing instruments vis-a-vis shares), an increase in the discount rate (and hence a reduced 
present value of future expected profits), or a depressing effect on investment and hence on future 
expected profits. However, whether domestic or foreign interest rates are more relevant is an 
interesting issue. If an economy is integrated into international capital markets (and thus there is 
capital mobility), foreign real interest rates would be the relevant benchmark. Without 
international capital market integration, however, (for instance, if capital mobility is limited 
through the use of exchange controls), then domestic rather than foreign interest rates would be 
more relevant. The expected sign on foreign real GDP is uncertain. If exports are important, then 
the growth of export markets should boost profits and hence share values. However, at the same 
time higher foreign GDP will boost the attractiveness of foreign shares, and this may depress (at 
least in relative terms) domestic share prices. It is worth noting that Dwyer and Hafer found a 
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negative impact for changes in US real G D P when included in their regressions for stock market 
returns in Canada, Japan, and Germany. 
The estimation of the model follows the approach of testing for the stationarity (or otherwise) of 
the variables, determining whether there is a long run (cointegrating) relationship between any non-
stationary variables, and, if appropriate and possible with the data, estimating a short run error 
correction model. 
6. RESULTS: S T O C K M A R K E T LINKAGES 
Data 
Data was obtained on the following stock market indices: 
Market Index Currency 
South Africa: Johannesburg Stock Exchange, all share index ZAR 
Zimbabwe: Zimbabwe Stock Exchange, industrial index ZWD 
Botswana: Botswana Stock Exchange, all share index BWP 
Emerging Markets: IFC Emerging Markets Price Index USD 
Latin America: IFC Latin American Index USD 
Asia: IFC Asia Index USD 
USA: Standard & Poors Composite Index USD 
UK: FT All Share Index GBP 
The data obtained is weekly stock market index data (closing values), covering the period June 1989 
- December 1996. This period was chosen to ensure that information on all of the markets listed 
above was available throughout16 '17. This gives a total of 393 observations on each variable. It should 
be noted that the market indices reflect different compositions of stocks in terms of industrial 
sectors. 
In addition to the stock market indices, data was obtained on the relevant weekly exchange rates 
over the period (ZAR/USD, Z W D / U S D , BWP/USD, GBP/USD) in order to covert local 
currency indices into US dollars18. US dollar indices are more relevant for comparison of returns 
between countries19. 
All variables were transformed into log form and, where appropriate, first differenced to obtain 
rates of return. Rates of return are therefore given as the percentage rate of change in the market 
index. In common with most of the literature and empirical work on this topic, dividend payments 
are excluded f rom returns. This is because dividend data is not available on a consistent and regular 
basis for some of the markets considered, and dividends are likely to be relatively small compared 
to market index movements over a weekly period. 
16 June 1989 was chosen as the starting date as this was when the Botswana Share Market, the newest of the markets included, 
commenced operations. 
17 It was originally intended to include stock markets in Namibia and Swaziland. However it proved impossible to obtain an 
unbroken and consistent time series of market index data for these countries. Following comments made at an earlier 
AERC research workshop, the researchers also attempted to obtain data on the Nairobi Stock Exchange. However, as NSE 
data could only be obtained for the 1994-96 period, it was not included in the study. 
" The exchange rates used were opening spot mid-rates on the last day of each week. 
" Data sources were as follows: Market indices - Botswana Stock Exchange, Zimbabwe Stock Exchange, Johannesburg Stock 
Exchange, International Finance Corporation (IFC), Datastream; Exchange rates • Bank of Botswana. 
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Summary Statistics 
Charts of the various market indices and rates of change in US dollars for all markets, and also in 
local currency for southern African markets, are shown in Figs. 1 to 4. Summary statistics for rates 
of change in local currencies and US dollars are shown in Tables 3a to 3c, and 4a to 4c. Key findings 
from the summary statistics include: 
• For the southern African markets, mean rates of return were lower in US dollar terms than in 
local currency terms (see Tables 3a and 4a). This is a result of the depreciation of local currencies 
against the US dollar over the period. 
• For southern African markets, volatility in rates of return (as measured by standard deviations) 
were higher in US dollar terms than in local currency terms. This suggests that in the short 
term, exchange rate fluctuations exacerbated stock market fluctuations for foreign investors in 
these markets, although in the longer-term currency movements tended to offset movements in 
stock market indices. 
• Mean rates of return for southern African markets in US dollar terms were higher than for 
emerging markets as a whole, and were comparable with those in the USA and the UK. 
• Latin American markets showed the highest mean returns as well the highest volatility of 
returns. 
• Asian markets showed the lowest mean returns, perhaps surprisingly in view of the region's 
economic success over the period. 
In order to evaluate whether there have been changes in stock market performance over the period, 
the data has been split into two sub-periods. Period 1 runs from June 1989 to December 1993 (237 
observations), and Period 2 runs from January 1994 to December May 1996 (156 observations). 
This break point was chosen for a number of reasons relevant to the southern African markets. 
• South Africa's first democratic general election was held in 1994, and this year marked the full 
return of South Africa to international economic acceptability. 
• Zimbabwe undertook substantial liberalisation of exchange control regulations in late 1993, 
which resulted in substantial opening up of the stock market to international investors. 
• Botswana also undertook exchange control liberalisation on the capital account, beginning in 
1994 (although some of these changes did not take effect until 1995). 
Comparing the two sub-periods (in Tables 3b and 3c, and 4b and 4c), several changes are evident. 
• In US dollar terms, mean returns were lower in Period 2 in South Africa and Botswana, and rose 
in Zimbabwe, with little change in volatility of returns. In local currency terms the same 
changes are evident, but are less marked. 
• In Period 2, negative mean returns were evident in Botswana, Emerging Markets as a whole, 
Latin America, and Asia. 
• In neither period were mean returns in Emerging Markets as high as those in the USA and the 
UK. 
• The biggest contrast between the two sub-periods is evident in the case of Zimbabwe, which 
showed the lowest mean returns of all markets in Period 1 and the highest in Period 2. Of the 
developing country markets, only Zimbabwe achieved positive mean returns in Period 2. 
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Fig.l Stock Market Indexes (logs): Levels and Changes 
Southern Africa - Local Currencies 
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Fig.2 Stock Market Indexes (logs): Levels and Changes 
Southern Africa - US Dollars 
Market Indexes Change in Market Indexes 
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Fig.3 Stock Market Indexes (logs): Levels and Changes 
IFC Emerging Market Indexes - US Dollars 
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Fig.4 Stock Market Indexes (logs): Levels and Changes 
Developed Markets: UK and US (US Dollars) 
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Botswana: Botswana Stock Exchange 
Zimbabwe: Zimbabwe Stock Exchange 
South Africa: Johannesburg Stock Exchange 
Emerging Market Indexes: International Finance Corporation 
UK and US: Datastream 
Data on weekly market returns enables a comparison to be made of the risk-return relationship 
across markets. Ceteris paribus, a positive relationship would be expected between risk and return 
(more specifically excess returns, defined as the return on a financial instrument less the risk-free 
return). A simple measure of the risk-return relationship over the period 1990 to 1996 across the 
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seven markets is plotted in Figure 5. This shows the mean weekly stock market excess return 
(measured as the actual return minus the average interest rate on US Treasury Bills over the period) 
plotted against the standard deviation of weekly excess returns (all returns are measured in US 
dollar terms). 
Figure 5 indicates that there is no strong relationship between risk and excess returns. Although the 
regression line plotted through the points slopes upwards, it does so only slightly. The dispersion of 
the plotted points indicates that risk does not have the same price across markets, which in turn 
suggests that markets are not well integrated. In particular, South Africa and the Asian markets 
appear to have low returns relative to their level of risk. In contrast, while Latin American markets 
have a high risk, they also have high returns. The variation in the risk-return relationship is also 
illustrated by the variation in the Sharpe return-risk ratio across markets. This indicates that Asian 
markets have the lowest level of returns relative to risk, while the USA has the highest. It is 
interesting to note that the Botswana has the lowest level of risk of all the markets shown - lower 
even than the developed UK and US markets - but also has relatively high returns and hence has the 
second-highest Sharpe ratio, after the USA. 
Correlations between Markets 
One of the main objectives of the present research is to examine linkages between stock markets in 
southern Africa, and between southern African markets and those elsewhere. A simple way to 
evaluate such linkages, which has been widely used in the literature (see e.g. Dwyer & Hafer, 1988; 
Harris & Smith, 1995), is to consider correlations of returns in different markets. Tables 5a to 5c 
report the correlation matrices (all pairwise correlation coefficients) of southern African markets in 
local currencies in the whole period and the two sub-periods, while Tables 6a to 6c report 
correlation matrices for all markets in US dollar terms. 
In local currency terms, correlations of returns between southern African markets are extremely 
low. In no case is the correlation coefficient significantly different f rom zero at the 5% level2j. 
However, the finding of low (zero) correlations of returns between markets when measured in local 
currencies is not particularly surprising; the general practice in the literature is to convert returns to 
a common currency (usually the US dollar) in order to obtain results which are more comparable 
across countries, this is especially important when exchange rates have experienced substantial 
change, which is the case in Southern Africa over the period in question. We therefore present 
correlation coefficients in US dollar terms in Tables 6a to 6c. As Table 6a shows, Botswana returns 
(in US dollars) are correlated with those in Zimbabwe (p = 0.224) and South Africa (p = 0.300). 
Taking the two sub-periods separately, however, shows the surprising conclusion that correlations 
have decreased, despite liberalisation. In Period 1 all three pairwise correlation coefficients in 
southern African markets are significantly different from zero, but in Period 2 only one is 
(Botswana-SA). And although the Botswana-SA correlation appears to have increased between the 
two periods, there is no statistically significant difference in the correlation coefficient in the two 
sub-periods (see Table 6d); it has therefore been relatively stable over time. The only statistically 
The test statistic used was V((T-2)r/(l-r)) which has a ^.-distribution with T-2 d.f. where r is the sample correlation 
coefficient; T is the number of observations. This tests H^p^ 0 against H,:p - 1. 
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significant change in the correlations of returns between Southern African markets is between 
Zimbabwe and Botswana, where the correlation fell between the two periods21. 
Table 3a 
Stock Market Returns, Local Currencies 
Summary Statistics 
June 1989 - Dec 1996 
SA Zimbabwe Botswana 
Mean 0.0024 0.0064 0.0032 
Median 0.0019 0.0062 0.0024 
Maximum 0.1517 0.1124 0.0569 
Minimum -0.0963 -0.0918 -0.0200 
Std. Dev. 0.0238 0.0253 0.0081 
Coeff. of variation 9.7728 2.5304 3.9405 
Observations 393 393 393 
Table 3b 
Stock Market Returns, Local Currencies 
Summary Statistics 
Period 1 (June 1989 -Dec 1993) 
SA Zimbabwe Botswana 
Mean 0.0028 0.0051 0.0043 
Median 0.0029 0.0064 0.0030 
Maximum 0.1517 0.0947 0.0569 
Minimum -0.0963 -0.0788 -0.0200 
Std. Dev. 0.0264 0.0233 0.0082 
Coeff. of variation 9.4831 1.8982 4.5890 
Observations 237 237 237 
Table 3c 
Stock Market Returns, Local Currencies 
Summary Statistics 
Period 2 (Jan 1994 - Dec 1996) 
SA Zimbabwe Botswana 
Mean 0.0019 0.0085 0.0015 
Median 0.0007 0.0057 0.0013 
Maximum 0.0613 0.1124 0.0288 
Minimum -0.0499 -0.0918 -0.0198 
Std. Dev. 0.0192 0.0281 0.0076 
Coeff. of variation 10.1010 5.1232 3.3127 
Observations 156 156 156 
The test statistic used was [ln((l + r1)/(l-r1))-ln((l + r2)/(l-r2)]/2\tl/(T1-3) + l / (T r 3) l where T, and T2 are the number of 
observations in Periods 1 and 2 respectively, and r, and r2 are the correlation coefficients for the two periods (Kendall and 
Stewart, 1967). 
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Table 5a 
Correlations of Stock Market Returns 
Local currencies 
Entire Period (June 1989 - Dec 1996) 
SA Zim Bots 
SA 1.000 0.053 0.059 
Zimbabwe 0.053 1.000 0.048 
Botswana 0.059 0.048 1.000 
Table 5b 
Correlations of Stock Market Returns 
Local currencies 
Period 1 (June 1989 - Dec 1993) 
SA Zim Bots 
SA 1.000 0.039 0.037 
Zimbabwe 0.039 1.000 0.086 
Botswana 0.037 0.086 1.000 
Table 5c 
Correlations of Stock Market Returns 
Local currencies 
Period 2 (Jan 1994 - Dec 1996) 
SA Zim Bots 
SA 1.000 0.084 0.104 
Zimbabwe 0.084 1.000 0.027 
Botswana 0.104 0.027 1.000 
Note 
single underline denotes correlation coefficient 
significantly different from zero at 5% 
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Table 5a 
Correlations of Stock Market Returns 
SA Rands 
Entire Period (June 1989 - Dec 1996) 
SA Zim Bots 
SA 1.000 0.035 0.049 
Zimbabwe 1.000 0.139 
Botswana 1.000 
Table 5e 
Correlations of Stock Market Returns 
SA Rands 
Period 1 (June 1989 - Dec 1993) 
SA Zim Bots 
SA 1.000 0.081 0.079 
Zimbabwe 1.000 0.219 
Botswana 1.000 
Table 5f 
Correlations of Stock Market Returns 
SA Rands 
Period 2 (Jan 1994 - Dec 1996) 
SA Zim Bots 
SA 1.000 -0.032 -0.028 
Zimbabwe 1.000 0.082 
Botswana 1.000 
Note 
single underline denotes correlation coefficient significantly different from zero at 5% 
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Table 6a 
Correlations of Stock Market Returns (US dollars) 
Entire Period (June 1989 - June 1996) 
Note: sinale underline denotes correlation coefficient sianificantlv 
Table 6b 
Correlations of Stock Market Returns (US dollars) 
Period 1 (June 1989 - Dec 1993) 
SA Zim Bots EM LA. 






































Correlations of Stock Market Returns (US dollars) 
SA Zim Bots EM LA Asia US UK 
SA 1.000 0.082 0.299 0.254 0.154 0.195 0.034 0.245 
Zimbabwe 1.000 0.174 0.024 0.067 0.004 0.032 0.151 
Botswana 1.000 -0.076 0.032 -0.128 0.008 0.257 
Emg. Mkts. 1.000 0.524 0.915 0.259 0.205 
Latin Am. 1.000 0.183 0.232 0.159 
Asia 1.000 0.193 0.145 











SA Zim Bots EM LA Asia US UK 
SA 1.000 • -0.013 0.413 0.331 0.201 0.203 0.064 0.284 
Zimbabwe 1.000 -0.032 0.017 0.033 0.018 0.062 0.014 
Botswana 1.000 -0.015 0.021 -0.084 -0.024 0.120 
Emg. Mkts. 1.000 0.744 0.741 0.284 0.351 
Latin Am. 1.000 0.139 0.289 0.291 
Asia 1.000 0.148 0.210 
US 1.000 0.440 
UK 1.000 
Table 6d 
Tact nf Hvnnthesis of Eaual Correlation Coefficients. Periods 1 and 2 
SA Zim Bots EM LA Asia US UK 
SA 1.422 -1.769 -1.012 -0.730 -0.059 -0.370 -0.464 
Zimbabwe 3.457 0.161 0.686 -0.138 -0.469 1.844 
Botswana -0.892 -0.043 -0.645 0.545 1.904 
Emg. Mkts. -4.283 8.647 -0.268 -1.769 
Latin Am. 0.718 -0.746 -1.709 




Critical value (0.05): 1.960. Entry with single underline denotes rejection of null 
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However, correlations in US dollars reflect both changes in the market indices and changes in 
exchange rates. In the case of Botswana and South Africa, where the pula/rand exchange rate has 
been reasonably stable (in that movements have been within a fairly narrow range), the high 
correlation coefficients may reflect similar movements of the two countries' currencies against the 
dollar rather than stock market returns. In order to evaluate this further, the Botswana and 
Zimbabwe indices were also expressed in rand terms, thus using this as the common currency 
rather than the US dollar. The results of correlations of returns in the three markets, expressed in 
SA rand terms, are shown in Table 5d to 5f. These results are more similar to the local currency 
results than to the US dollar results, thus confirming that the correlations in the latter case were 
primarily due to exchange rate movements rather than stock market movements. 
Taking the entire set of markets under scrutiny, we have 28 pairwise correlation coefficients. Over 
the entire period, 19 of these are significantly different from zero. The markets that appear to be 
most strongly related to other markets are the UK (where returns are correlated with all 7 of the 
other markets) and South Africa (correlated with 5 markets). Again, however, there appear to be 
differences between the two sub-periods. In Period 1, 22 of the 26 correlation coefficients are 
significantly different from zero, while in Period 2 this had fallen to 14. This would suggest that the 
degree of correlation of short run stock market returns between these markets has decreased in 
recent years, despite greater liberalisation and international economic integration. This is 
investigated further in Table 6d, which shows the results of testing the hypothesis that the 
correlation coefficients in the two sub-periods are equal (i.e., that there has been no change in the 
level of correlation of returns between a pair of markets). This shows that for 25 out of the 28 
pairwise correlation coefficients, there is no statistically significant difference (at the 5% level) 
between Periods 1 and 2. Of the three cases where correlations in the two sub-periods are not the 
same, they have risen in one case and fallen in two, from Period 1 to Period 2. The results of the 
correlation analysis do not therefore indicate any strengthening of market linkages over time, and 
indeed appear to indicate the opposite. 
Long Term Relationships Between Markets 
The correlation coefficients reported above provide some information regarding the relationship 
between weekly returns in Southern African stock markets, emerging markets, and developed 
markets on a pairwise and short term basis. They indicate that among the Southern African 
markets, returns in South Africa and Botswana appear to be related. Furthermore, the South 
African market appears to be related to both other emerging markets and the UK. The other 
Southern African markets, Zimbabwe and Botswana, however, do not appear to be related to other 
emerging markets. 
However, as noted in section 3 above, correlation techniques only provide a partial insight into the 
existence of relationships between stock markets, and there is a real danger that any long term 
relationships can be obscured by short term trading noise. In order to investigate these relationships 
more fully, and in particular to explore whether there is any long-term relationship between 
Southern African, emerging and developed markets, it is necessary to employ different statistical 
techniques. We follow what is now standard practice in the literature, by examining whether there 
are long term cointegrating relationships between markets (whether between pairs of markets, or 
larger groupings). This involves first testing for whether the individual markets are characterised by 
unit roots (their order of integration). 
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Unit Root tests 
We test for unit roots using the sequential method outlined in section 5 above. The Augmented 
Dickey-Fuller (ADF) and Phillips-Perron (PP) tests were used throughout for unit root testing. The 
ADF tests were carried out with whatever lag length was found necessary to remove 
autocorrelation from residuals, which was found to be up to six lags. The PP tests were carried out 
with a truncation lag of eight periods throughout. ADF tests were also carried out on first 
differences in order to check whether the non-stationary variables were 1(1) or 1(2). The results are 
shown in Tables 7a to 7c. Key conclusions relating to the period as a whole (Table 7a) are as 
follows: 
• For the southern African markets, Zimbabwe and South Africa are 1(1), in both local currency 
and US dollar terms. The Botswana market is 1(0) in both local currency and US dollar terms. 
• The three emerging markets indices are 1(1) 
• The UK is 1(0) with a trend, while the US is 1(1). 
• Model 3 (without trend or drift) is appropriate for the 1(1) series. 
For the two sub-periods (Tables 7b and 7c), the results are the same for most markets across the two 
periods, and are in accordance with the whole-period results. However, for a few markets, different 
results are obtained. 
• Botswana is 1(0) in Period 1 but 1(1) in period 2, in both local and foreign currency terms. 
• The UK is probably 1(0) in Period 1, but is 1(1) in Period 2. 
It should be noted that rejecting the null of a unit root is not particularly robust to changing the lag 
length in the ADF test. If the lag is extended from 4 to 15 periods, in all cases the null is accepted. 
Testing for unit roots is equivalent to testing whether a stock market index is characterised by a 
random walk (with or without trend and/or drift), and therefore whether a market is weak form 
efficient. Markets that are not efficient according to this test are Botswana and the UK in Period 1. 
All markets are weak-form efficient in Period 2. The result for Botswana is not particularly 
surprising: the market was only established in 1989, and the early years were marked by a small 
number of market participants, and little experience in reacting to information which might be 
relevant to stock prices. Over time, however, the sophistication and number of market participants 
has increased. In particular, the number of foreign investors - representing a variety of emerging 
market investment funds - on the Botswana Stock Exchange has risen, and indeed they have 
dominated market activity in 1995 and 1996. It is therefore not unexpected (but nevertheless quite 
encouraging) that the market has begun to behave in a more mature manner in recent years. This is 
compatible with other evidence that the increased presence of foreign investors in emerging 
markets has positive effects on those markets (Richards, 1996). 
Cointegrating Relationships Between Markets 
Unit root tests are interesting in themselves, in that they provide information as to whether 
markets are weak form efficient. They are also necessary as a prerequisite for testing whether long 
term cointegrating relationships exist between markets. For those markets where the indices are 
non-stationary (i.e., the 1(1) markets), cointegration tests indicate whether there are long term 
associations between movements in stock market price indices, whether as pairs or larger groups of 
markets. The Johansen technique Qohansen (1988) and Johansen and Juselius (1989)), using 
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whole and in Periods 1 and 2. Results are shown in Table 8, and sets of markets for which the 
hypothesis of no cointegrating vectors is rejected are marked. In general very few cointegrating 
relationships (at the 5% significance level) between the markets under consideration are found. 
Over the period as a whole, and in Period 1, no cointegrating relationships are detected, whether 
between pairs of markets, or larger groups (however, it should be noted that in Period 1, both the 
Botswana and UK markets are 1(0), and are thus excluded from cointegration tests). In Period 2 
(1994-1996), the following seventeen cointegrating relationships (at the 5% level) are found: 
USA/Emerging Markets USA/Latin America/Botswana 
USA/Latin America USA/Emerging Markets/Botswana 
USA/Asia USA/Latin America/S.Africa/Botswana 
USA/UK USA/UK/Emerging Markets/S. Africa 
USA/UK/Emerging Markets USA/UK/Lat in America/South Africa 
USA/UK/Lat in America USA/UK/Lat in America/Zimbabwe/SA 
USA/Latin America/Asia USA/L. America/Zim/SA/Botswana 
UK/Latin America/Asia USA/UK/Emg.Mkts/SA/Zim/Botswana 
USA/Latin America/Zimbabwe USA/UK/L.America/SA/Zim/Botswana 
USA/UK/Botswana 
In addition, for a further six sets of markets the null hypothesis of no cointegration is only 
marginally accepted at the 5% level; we interpret these as being cointegrated. These are: 
USA/Zimbabwe/Botswana USA/UK/Zimbabwe 
USA/Latin America/South Africa USA/Emerging Markets/Zimbabwe 
USA/Emg. Mkts./S.Africa/Botswana USA/UK/Emg.Mkts./S.Africa/Zimbabwe 
The following points can be made from these results: 
• the results show nineteen cointegrating relationships (at the 5% significance level) out of a 
possible 102. Using this significance level, approximately five rejections of the null of no 
cointegration would be expected, even if no cointegration was in fact present; 
• in all cases except one where cointegration is found, the USA is one of the markets included. 
This suggests that the USA is central to any system of long term relationships amongst the 
stock markets in question; 
• in terms of emerging markets, there are several (eight) cointegrating relationships including the 
IFC emerging markets index and the USA. However, there are more relationships (twelve) 
involving the Latin American index than the Asian index (three), suggesting that it is the Latin 
American index which is dominating cointegrating relationships involving the overall emerging 
markets index; 
• after noting that the USA is central to cointegrating relationships, and the Asian emerging 
markets are largely excluded, the other markets appear almost equally: the UK appears in 11 
• cointegrating relationships, Latin America in 12, South Africa in ten, and Zimbabwe and 
Botswana in nine. 
• there is no cointegration between the three southern African markets, taken alone; 
• there are bivariate cointegrating relationships between the USA and each of Asia, Latin 
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• there are cointegrating relationships between the USA, Latin America and each of the Southern 
African markets, and between the USA, Latin America and the Southern African markets as a 
group; 
• the broadest cointegrated system includes the USA, the UK, Latin America, and the three 
southern African markets; this system is robust (in that cointegration remains) to the deletion 
of the UK from the system, but not to the deletion of Latin America. It is also robust to the 
deletion of any or all of the Southern African markets. This suggests that the key relationship is 
between the USA and Latin America. 
O u r interpretation of these results is as follows. 
First, there is evidence that linkages between the set of stock markets under review has increased 
over time, given that cointegration was not found in the first period (1989-93) but was found in the 
second period (1994-96). We interpret this as resulting from the process of liberalisation and 
globalisation of financial markets during the 1990s. Furthermore, as countries (especially in Latin 
America) have emerged from the process of economic reform, their economies are being dominated 
less by the direct effects of the reform, and are moving more in tandem with the international 
economy. 
Second, the USA plays a central role in relationships between stock markets internationally, and in 
the more recent period at least, has long term relationships with the Emerging Markets group, with 
Latin American markets and with Asian markets. In broader systems, however, the relationship 
between the US and Latin America appears to be stronger than the relationship between the US 
and Asian markets; this may be mainly a reflection of the omission of Japan from the set of 
developed country markets. 
Third, there are no long term relationships between the three Southern African markets. 
Fourth, there is some weak evidence that there are long term relationships between the Southern 
African markets (both individually and as a group) with the US and Latin American markets, and 
to a certain extent with the UK. We consider this evidence to be weak because while the set of 
cointegrated markets is robust to the deletion of the UK, if Latin America is deleted cointegration 
disappears. We suspect that the apparent cointegrating relationships involving the Southern African 
markets are reflecting the much stronger cointegration between the USA and Latin America. 
Furthermore, there are no strong economic relationships between the Southern African countries 
and Latin America; indeed, economic relationships are stronger between Southern Africa and Asia. 
In the final element of the cointegration analysis we re-examined the relationship between the 
Botswana and South Africa indices, for two reasons. First, the correlation results showed that 
expressing the indices using the US dollar as the common currency had a major impact on the 
results, which could be misleading. Second, these two markets have the closest economic 
relationships of all of the markets included here. 
Analysis of this relationship is restricted by the finding that the Botswana market is 1(0) in the 
period 1989-93. Further investigation revealed that this was primarily due to the character of the 
Botswana market during the period 1989-90, and that the Botswana index was 1(1), in local 
currency, US dollar and SA rand terms during the period 1991-96. Cointegration tests were 
therefore run for the Botswana and South African markets over this period. The results are 
summarised in Table 8b. 
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Figure 6: Botswana and South Africa Market Indices 
SA Rands, 1991-96 
LBSER —~ LJSER 
Table 8b 
Cointegration Tests, Botswana and South Africa, 1991-96 
Currency in which market index is expressed: Likelihood ratio 
Local currency 23.91 
SA rands 24.38 
US dollars 11.42 
Critical values: 5% = 19.96; 1% = 24.60 
In local currency and SA rand terms, therefore, the null hypothesis of no cointegration is strongly 
rejected at the 5% level, but it is not rejected in US dollar terms. The lack of cointegration in US 
dollar terms appears to be due to the fact that for Botswana, exchange rate trends dominate market 
index trends, while the same is not true for South Africa. In local currency terms, only market 
trends are present, while in SA rand terms, market trends dominate exchange rate trends. The 
finding of cointegration is in keeping with the visual evidence f rom the two series (see Figure 5 
below)22. 
The general lack of long term relationships between the three Southern African stock markets 
themselves, and between these stock markets and those elsewhere in the world indicates that it is 
important to investigate the factors that cause changes in these market indexes. This is done in the 
following section, which deals with the impact of economic fundamentals on the Southern African 
stock markets. 
Although the results are not reported here, no cointegration was found between the ZSE index and either the BSE or JSE 
index, expressed in SA rand terms. 
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7. RESULTS: STOCK MARKETS A N D ECONOMIC FUNDAMENTALS. 
As explained in section 5 above, we develop Dwyer and Hafer's (1990) model of the impact of 
economic variables on stock market indices, and estimate this for Botswana, Zimbabwe and South 
Africa. The model used is: 
LRSMI =/30 + frLGDPRD + J3XGDPRF + p^RER + frLRIRD + &LRIRF 
where the dependent variable LRSMI is the real stock market index, LGDPRD and LGDPRF are 
domestic and foreign real GDP respectively, LRER is the real exchange rate, LRIRD and LRIRF are 
domestic and foreign real interest rates (long term if available). All variables are in log form. For 
South Africa, the USA is used for the foreign variables, while for Zimbabwe and Botswana, the 
USA and South Africa are used separately for the foreign variables. Data was available quarterly for 
1985-1995 for South Africa and Zimbabwe, and for 1989-1996 for Botswana. Variable definitions 
and sources are given in Table 9. Initial estimations included real exports in the regressions, but this 
was dropped after being found to be highly correlated with the real exchange rate. 
The empirical approach used was as follows: 
(i) assess the time series (stationarity) characteristics of the variables; 
(ii) test for cointegration in the levels equation using ADF and Johansen LR tests, and derive a 
long run model, if appropriate; 
(iii) estimate a short run model (in first differences), using an error correction approach, if 
applicable. 
Table 9 
Variable Definitions - Economic Fundamentals 
Variable Note Definition 
name 
Source 
SMI Stock market index National stock exchanaes 
CPI Consumer price index IFS line 64 
XR Exchange rate (US$ per local currency; end of period) IFS line ag 
IS Short term interest rate (T-Bills or eguivalent) IFS line 60c 
IL Long term interest rate (on government bonds) IFS line 61 
GDPR real GDP IFS (for South Africa); Bank 
NMGDPR [21 real non-mineral GDP Bank of Botswana 
Calculated variables (all in logs) 
LRSMI [31 real stock market index 
LRERUS [41 real exchange rate (vs. US dollar) 
LRERSA [41 real exchange rate (vs. SA rand) 
LRIS [51 domestic short term real interest rate 
LRIL [51 domestic long term real interest rate 
LRISUS [51 US short term real interest rate 
LRILUS [51 US long term real interest rate 
LRISSA [51 SA short term real interest rate 
LRILSA [51 SA long term real interest rate 
LCPI consumer price index 
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Notes: 
1 Data covers the period 1985-1995, except for Botswana where it covers 1989 (when the Botswana 
Stock Exchange was established) to 1996. 
2. Non-mineral GDP is added, for Botswana only. 
3. The real stock market index is deflated by the consumer price index. 
4. The real exchange rate is defined as: log(CPIf) - log(CPId) - log(XR), 
where CPIf and CPId are foreign and domestic CPIs respectively, and XR is as defined above. 
5. Real interest rates calculated as follows: LRIS = LOGf(100+IS)/(100+lnflation)l. 
The actual variable is therefore 1 + real interest rate 
6. Quarterly data was obtained on all variables, except for GDP in Botswana and Zimbabwe. The missing 
guarterly observations were interpolated using the linear interpolation technique of Diz (1970). 
A priori, it is expected that the real stock market index will be positively related to real GDP, the 
real exchange rate and foreign interest rates, and negatively related to domestic interest rates. The 
link between the level of real GDP and profits is straightforward, while for the real exchange rate, a 
rise (depreciation) will boost the profitability of domestic producers of tradables (exports and 
import substitutes) vis a vis foreign competitors. Higher real interest rates are typically expected to 
depress the stock market index, whether through a substitution effect (the improved attractiveness 
of interest bearing instruments vis a vis shares), an increase in the discount rate (and hence a 
reduced present value of future expected profits), or a depressing effect on investment and hence on 
future expected profits. The expected sign on foreign real GDP is uncertain. If exports are 
important, then the growth of export markets should boost profits and hence share values. 
However, at the same time higher foreign GDP will boost the attractiveness of foreign shares, and 
this may depress (at least in relative terms) domestic share prices. It is worth noting that Dwyer and 
Hafer found a negative impact for changes in US real GDP when included in their regressions for 
stock market returns in Canada, Japan, and Germany. 
The results for South Africa, Zimbabwe and Botswana are described below. 
South Africa 
Unit root tests (see Table 10) indicated that all of the South African variables were 1(1), with the 
exception of the short term real interest rate, which was 1(0). These tests also indicated that the US 
long term real interest rate was 1(0). Bivariate cointegration tests were then run between the real 
stock market index and each of the other variables. 
Inspection of the residuals from the regressions indicated the presence of a major outlier in the 
LRSMI series in the second and third quarters of 1987, and a dummy variable was introduced to 
deal with this. The results also indicated a significant trend in the LRSMI series, and all regressions 
therefore included a constant, trend and dummy terms. The two test procedures gave contrasting 
results: the ADF statistic rejected cointegration in all cases, while the Johansen ML tests accepted it 
in all cases when both an intercept and trend was included, but only in two cases (LRIL and 
LGDPUSR) when only an intercept was included23 (see Table 11). 
Running an unrestricted VAR and testing for lag length indicated that the appropriate value was 2. It also indicted that 
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Table 11 
Economic Variables - Cointegration Tests 
South Africa 
ADF Johansen ML 
trend & int. int. 
Ml 121 [31 
LRSMI aaainst: 
LRERUS -4.064 32.725 " 11.706 
LGDPR -3.152 21.852 " 14.779 
LRIL -3.103 21.512 " 16.343 " 
LRGDPUSR -3.234 21.916 " 19.114 " 
LRISUS -4.288 30.366 " 7.566 
c.v. 5% -4.406 19.220 15.870 
pull model n/a 47 584 " 33.994 " 
c.v. 5% n/a 34.700 31.480 
Note: 
m with trend, drift and dummy 
f21 unrestricted intercept, restricted trends 
[31 restricted intercept, no trends 
For the Johansen tests, the statistic quoted is for the 
null hyothesis that the number of cointeqratinq vectors is 
zero, aqainst the null of one cointeqratinq vector. 
" siqnificant at 5% 
The full model was then tested for cointegration using the Johansen ML test (the number of 
variables exceeded the six for which ADF critical values are presented, and so this test could not be 
used)24. This indicated one cointegrating vector under various different trend/intercept 
specifications. The cointegrating vector for two of these specifications is shown in Table 12. While 
the signs and magnitudes of the estimated coefficients in the two vectors are consistent with each 
other and with prior expectations, significance levels differ sharply between the two specifications. 
The model with (restricted) trend and intercept shows the real exchange rate, real GDP and the real 
interest rate to be significant, but not US real GDP. The model with (restricted) intercept and no 
trend shows the opposite. In terms of making a choice between the two, there is no obvious reason 
why the cointegrating relationship should exhibit a trend, but the unrestricted VAR strongly rejects 
restricting the trend to zero25. We therefore favour the VAR with trend, which shows that the real 
stock market index is positively related to the real exchange rate and real GDP, and negatively 
related to the long term interest rate. Re-estimating this model without US real GDP strengthens 
the initial results (see Table 12). 
The full model included the 1(1) variables LRSMI, LRER, LGDPR, LRIL, plus LGDPUSR entered as an exogenous 
variable; and D87Q23 and LRILUS entered as 1(0) variables. 
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The general restriction is imposed that the coefficient 
on LRSMI is equal to minus one. 
Order of VAR=2 
Standard errors are given in brackets 
The next step was to estimate a short run model of changes in the real stock market index. Given 
that a long run cointegrating relationship had been found, the appropriate approach was to use an 
error correction model, with the saved residuals from the OLS regression as the error correction 
term. The results of the error correction model are shown in Table 13. These results show that 
changes in real domestic long term interest rates, US interest rates, the real exchange rate, and 
domestic GDP all have an impact on stock returns, and all with the expected signs. However, all 
except for changes in GDP only have an impact after lags of up to three quarters, which is 
relatively slow and suggest that the impact of changes in these variables on stock prices may be 
indirect rather than direct. The error correction term is highly significant and supports the finding 
of cointegration, and its relatively large magnitude (70%) shows that there is rapid adjustment to the 
long term equilibrium relationship each quarter. It is worth noting that the R2, at 51%, is much 
higher than the explanatory power of Dwyer and Hafer's similar regressions, which only managed 
to explain between 8% and 19% of stock returns through contemporaneous changes in the 
equivalent economic variables, thus supporting the merits of the error correction formulation. 
Zimbabwe 
A similar approach was followed for Zimbabwe. However, data on long term interest rates was not 
available, so data for short term rates was used instead. The unit root tests (reported in Table 10) 
indicate that all variables are 1(1). Inspection of the residuals from the regressions indicated the 
presence of major outliers in the LRSMI series between 1992Q4 and 1993Q4 - a period when major 
structural adjustment measures were being introduced - and a dummy variable was introduced to 
deal with this. Bivariate cointegration tests showed very little evidence of cointegration on either 
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the ADF or Johansen ML approaches, with some slight evidence that the real stock market index is 
cointegrated with the real short term interest rate and US real GDP (see Table 14. However, testing 
for cointegration in the multivariate case is more rewarding. The full model (including domestic 
and foreign real GDP and interest rates, and the real exchange rate) does indicate cointegration, 
although more strongly in the case of the USA being the foreign partner than in the case of South 
Africa. Similarly, a domestic model including real GDP and interest rates strongly indicates 
cointegration. In each case, one cointegrating vector was indicated. 
Table 13 
South Africa - Economic Variables - Error Correction Model 
Ordinary Least Squares Estimation 
Dependent variable is dLRJSE 
40 observations used for estimation frocn 1986Q1 to 1995Q4 
Regressor 
dLRIL(-2) 
Coefficient Standard Error T-Ratio [Prob] 
-2 .3833 1.1047 -2.1574 [ .039] 
dLRIL(-3) -4 .2167 1.3373 -3.1533 [.004] 
dLRILUS(-3) 6 .4177 2 . 9689 2.1616 [.038] 
dLRER(-3) .36922 .19325 1.9106 [ .065] 
dLGDPR 3 . 8065 2.1632 1.7597 [ .088] 
D87Q23 .15573 .061036 2.5515 [.016] 
Constant -.011573 .031254 - .37028 [.714] 
Trend .6791E-3 .0011206 . 60601 [.549] 
ECM(-1) - .70110 . 16122 -4 .3486 [.000] 
R-Squared .50662 
S.E. of Regression .073397 
Mean of Dependent Variable .011214 
Residual Sum of Squares .16700 
Akaike Info. Criterion 43.8153 
DW-statistic 1.4402 
R-Bar-Squared .37930 
F-stat. F( 8, 31) 3.9790[.002] 
S.D. of Dependent Variable .093161 
Equation Log-likelihood 52.8153 
Schwarz Bayesian Criterion 36.2154 
Diagnostic Tests 
LM Version Test Statistics * F Version 
* A:Serial Correlation*CHSQ( 4): 
* * 
* B:Functional Form *CHSQ( 1); 
* * 
* C:Normality *CHSQ( 2) 
* * 
* D:Heteroscedasticity*CHSQ( 1) 
6.5234[-163]*F( 4, 27)= 1.3153[.289] * 
2.3676[.124]*F( 1, 30)= 1.8874[.180] * 
1.1197 [.571]* Not applicable 
* 
2.3133[.128]*F( 1, 38)= 2.3326[.135] 
Test of Serial Correlation of Residuals (OLS case) 
Dependent variable is DLRJSE 
List of variables in OLS regression: 
K T dLRIL(- 2) dLRIL(- 3) dLRILUS(-3) 
D87Q23 dLRER(- 3) dLGDPR ECM(-l) 
40 observations used for estimation from 1986Q1 to 1995Q4 
Regressor Coefficient Standard Error T-Ratio[Prob] 
OLS RES(- 1) .20053 .25288 .79297 [.433] 
OLS RES(- 2) .10224 .23210 .44050 [.662] 
OLS RES(- 3) - .28330 .21998 -1.28791.206] 
OLS RES(- 4) -.15185 . 27559 - . 55100 [.585] 
Lagrange Multiplier Statistic CHSQ( 4) = 6 . 5234 [. 163] 
F Statistic F ( 4, 27) = 1.3153 [.289] 
Autoregressive Conditional Heteroscedasticity Test of Residuals (OLS Case) 
Lagrange Multiplier Statistic CHSQ( 4)= 3.6426[.457] 
F Statistic F( 4, 27)= .67628[.614] 
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Table 14 
Economic Variables - Cointegration Tests 
Zimbabwe 
ADF Johansen ML 
trend & int int 
LRSMI with: f1l f21 f31 
LRERUS -2.281 9.961 6.562 
LRERSA -2.503 9.110 8.475 
LGDPR -2.452 14.796 11.806 
LRIS -1.825 25.020 " 6.033 
LGDPRSA -2.448 15.881 14.762 
LIRLSA -2.226 12.012 6.292 
LRGDPUSR -2.197 15.099 19.492 " 
LRISUS -1.839 17.765 17.209 
c.v. 5% -3.944 19.220 15.870 
LRIS LGDPR -4.258 39.574 " 31.735 " 
C.v. 5% -4.362 25.420 22.040 
Full model (US) n/a 50.526 " 47.872 " 
Full model (SA) n/a 47.875 " 38.798 " 
c.v. 5% n/a 37.850 34.690 
Notes: 
Ml with drift, no trend 
[21 unrestricted intercept, restricted trends 
[31 restricted intercept, no trends 
For the Johansen tests, the statistic Quoted is for the 
null hyothesis that the number of cointeqratinq vectors is 
zero, against the null of one cointeqratinq vector. 
** siqnificant at 5% 
A variety of cointegrating vectors are shown in Table 15. These include the full model with South 
Africa and the USA as the foreign partner, and the domestic model, in each case reported both with 
and without trend. The results are summarised below. 
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Table 15 
Economic Variables - Cointegrating Vector 
Zimbabwe 
Foreian = South Africa United States None 
Trend & int. Interceot Trend & int Interceot 
LRSMI -1.000 -1.000 -1.000 -1.000 -1 000 -1.000 
LRERSA/US 0.076 -0.195 -2.902 -2.228 
(0.786) (1.199) (1.047) (0.809) 
LGDPR 15.337 6.941 20.119 21.181 -39.221 4.752 
(3.063) (3.030) (4.670) (5.501) (113.426) (0.385) 
LRIS 13.251 -8.745 3.963 5.284 -42.988 -3.616 
(5.289) (4.567) (2.365) (2.893) (102.128) (0.810) 
LGDPRSA/US 11.874 -11.136 -25.668 -19.520 
(6.651) (7.496) (9.391) (6.693) 
LRILSA/SUS -24.685 12.948 17.000 14.358 
(9.436) (9.757) (9.091) (8.822) 
Trend -0.097 0.052 0.400 
(0.029) (0.038) (1.031) 
Intercept 72.164 91.427 -45.116 
(76.115) (51.417) (3.811) 
The general restriction is imposed that the coefficient on LRSMI is ecual to minus one. 
Order of VAR=2 
Standard errors are given in brackets 
(i) As in the case of South Africa, there is a positive relationship between the real stock market 
index and real GDP. 
(ii) Where South Africa is the foreign partner, the results are unstable and not very helpful. 
The coefficients on all variables (except real GDP) change depending on whether or not a 
trend is included in the VAR. Likelihood ratio tests of the exclusion of the South African 
variables indicate that such restrictions cannot be rejected. 
(iii) Where the USA is the foreign partner, the coefficients in cointegrating vectors are more 
stable, but give perverse results. The negative signs on the real exchange rate and US GDP 
coefficients are contrary to what theory suggests, as is the positive sign on the domestic real 
interest rate. The foreign interest rate appears to be insignificant. 
(iv) Although exclusion restrictions on the US variables are rejected, in view of the perverse 
results which this formulation gave, the cointegrating VAR was reformulated in terms of 
domestic variables only (real GDP and real interest rate). The results, reported in columns 5 
and 6 of table 15, appear to be economically meaningful, at least in the VAR with intercept 
but no trend (when the trend is included, none of the coefficients are significant). The 
results in column 6 indicate that the real stock market index, in the long run, is positively 
related to real GDP and negatively related to the real short term interest rate, in line with 
expectations. This formulation is used to derive the error correction term. 
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The error correction formulation of the model for real stock market returns is shown in Table 16. 
Although it has a high R2 (74%), it does not appear to provide much additional insight into the 
determinants of real stock returns in Zimbabwe. Changes in real GDP have the expected positive 
impact, while lagged US real GDP has the same perverse negative impact as in the cointegration 
model. The only additional influences in the short run model are US real interest rates, which has 
an unexpectedly large and fast impact, and the lagged change in South African real GDP, which has 
the expected positive influence, possibly reflecting its impact on the profits of exporting firms. A 
surprising finding is that the real exchange rate has no impact on the real stock market index. The 
error correction term is highly significant, and indicates that 16% of the last quarter's 
disequilibrium from the long term relationship is eliminated in the current period. The error 
correction formulation also performs satisfactorily in terms of the diagnostic tests for serial 
correlation, normality of residuals, heteroscedasticity etc. 
Table 16 
Z imbabwe - Error Correction Model 
O r d i n a r y Least Squares Estimation 
D e p e n d e n t v a r i a b l e is dLRSMI 








R e g r e s s o r 
d L N G D P R 
dLRISUS 
dLGDPUSR(-3 ) 




9 . 2369 
-12.9255 











R - S q u a r e d 
S . E . of R e g r e s s i o n 
M e a n of D e p e n d e n t Variable 
R e s i d u a l Sum of Squares 
A k a i k e I n f o . Criterion 








F-stat. F( 5, 34) 19.0937 [.000] 
S.D. of Dependent Variable .19908 
Equation Log-likelihood 35.0513 
Schwarz Bayesian Criterion 23.9847 
D i a g n o s t i c T e s t s 
* Test Statistics * LM Version 
* F Version 
* 
* 
A: :Serial Correlation 
* 




4 , 30)= .54 711 [. , 702] 
* B : Functional Form *CHSQ( 1) .10649 [. , 744] *F( 1 , 33)= .088089 [ .768] 
* C: :Normality *CHSQ( 2) .066743 [ .967]* * 
Not applicable 
* D : Heteroscedasticity*CHSQ ( 1) = .052645 [ .819]*F( 1 , 38)= .050078 [ .824] 
A : L a g r a n g e multiplier test of residual serial correlation 
B: R a m s e y ' s RESET test using the square of the fitted values 
C : B a s e d on a test of skewness and kurtosis of residuals 
D-. Based on the regression of squared residuals on squared fitted values 
Test of S e r i a l Correlation of Residuals (OLS case) 
Dependent variable is DLRSMI 
List of v a r i a b l e s in OLS regression: 
D L N G D P R DLRISUS DLGDPUSR(-3) DLGDPRSA(-1) K 
ECM1(-1) 
40 o b s e r v a t i o n s used for estimation from 1986Q1 to 1995Q4 
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OLS RES(- 1) 
OLS RES(- 2) 
OLS RES(- 3) 












-.90279 [ .373] 
-1 .4081 [ . 168] 
- . 64021 [ . 526] 
- . 36130 [ . 720] 
Lagrange M u l t i p l i e r Statistic 
F Statistic 
CHSQ( 4)= 2.7196 [.606] 
F ( 4, 30)= .54711 [.702] 
Overall, the findings for Zimbabwe indicate that some of the domestic economic fundamentals -
real GDP and interest rates - have had the expected impact on the real stock market index. 
However, those economic variables concerned with the economy's international relationships, 
either do not have an impact, or have one which is contrary to expectations; this applies to the real 
exchange rate, and US real GDP and interest rates (as a proxy for international economic 
conditions more generally). This may reflect the relatively closed nature of the Zimbabwean 
economy, especially during the first part of the period under review. Prior to the ESAP 
programme, Zimbabwe had a strongly inward-looking economic environment, with high tariffs on 
imports, as well as strict exchange control regulations that restricted the availability of foreign 
currency for both current and capital account transactions. The regime, therefore, was 
unfavourable to the export sector. Furthermore, the stock exchange itself was virtually closed to 
foreigners until the early 1990s, thus limiting the potential influence of international capital flows 
on the market. Hence, the limited and perverse impact of foreign economic variables on the stock 
market is perhaps not surprising. More generally, both the economy and the stock market have 
been subject to relatively high degrees of control and intervention, with little scope for market 
processes. Although Zimbabwe has been undergoing structural adjustment since the early 1990s, 
and both the economy and the stock market have been substantially opened up over this period, 
this may be too recent to show up in the results here. More generally, the type of structural change 
that the economy has been through may make it unrealistic for consistent patterns of economic 
relationships to be found. 
Botswana 
Unit root tests show that the real stock market index for Botswana is 1(0), and therefore the cointe-
gration approach could not be used (as this applies to 1(1) variables). The model for the real stock 
market index was therefore estimated in terms of 1(0) variables, which, after deleting insignificant 
variables, gave the result shown in Table 17a. After rearranging, taking account of the fact that the 
lagged dependent variable had a coefficient of almost unity, a model of real stock market returns 
(i.e., change in the real stock market index) was obtained. After correction for serial correlation, the 
results shown in Table 17b were obtained. This provides an economically credible model of the 
determinants of real stock returns in Botswana, which are positively related to the real exchange 
rate and lagged economic growth in both Botswana and South Africa, and negatively related to real 
short term interest rates. These results are consistent with a prior expectations. The positive sign of 
the coefficient on South African GDP is interesting and contrasts with the findings for the impact 
of foreign G D P on the South African and Zimbabwean stock markets. It indicates that South Afri-
can economic growth has a positive effect on Botswana (and probably the region in general), and 
that f rom a stock returns perspective, the two economies are complements rather than substitutes. 
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Table 17a 
Botswana - Economic Variables Model I 
Ordinary Least Squares Estimation 
Dependent variable is LRSMI 





















2.8061 [ .010] 
-4 .3559 [ .000] 
3 .1645 [ .004] 
-1.6134 [.120] 
R-Squared .94092 
S.E. of Regression .032843 
Mean of Dependent Variable .65313 
Residual Sum of Squares .024810 
Akaike I n f o . Criterion 53.6719 
DW-statistic 2.0612 
R-Bar-Squared .93065 
F-Stat. F( 4, 23) 91.5815 [.000] 
S.D. of Dependent Variable .12472 
Equation Log-likelihood 58.6719 
Schwarz Bayesian Criterion 50.3414 
Durbin's h-statistic -. 16753 [.867] 
Table 17b 
Botswana - Economic Variables Model II 
Exact AR(2) Newton-Raphson Iterative Method converged after 7 iterations 
Dependent variable is dLRSMI 























1.9793 [ .060] 
-6.9836 [.000] 
R-Squared .85597 
S.E. of Regression .030379 
Mean of Dependent Variable .016715 
Residual Sum of Squares .019380 
Akaike Info. Criterion 54.5350 
DW-statistic 1.6170 
R-Bar-Squared .81482 
F-stat. F( 6, 21) 20.8005 [.000] 
S.D. of Dependent Variable .070595 
Equation Log-likelihood 61.5350 
Schwarz Bayesian Criterion 49.8723 
Parameters of the Autoregressive Error Specification 
U= -.077749*U(-1)+ -.66898*U(-2)+E 
( -.55350) [.586] ( -4.7625) [.000] 
T-ratio(s) based on asymptotic standard errors in brackets 
Log-likelihood ratio test of AR(1) versus OLS CHI-SQ(1)= . 065037 [.799] 
Log-likelihood ratio test of AR(2) versus AR(1) CHI-SQ(1)= 13.3517[.000] 
8. RESULTS: EVENT STUDY 
The Stock Pricing Characteristics of the BSE 
A sixty-week period data obtained from the BSE on three firms each from the retail and banking 
sectors is used to estimate the BSE model parameters. The estimation of the parameters is done for 
each firm and the results obtained are reported in table 18 below. 
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Table 18: Estimation of the BSE model parameters using equally weighted market returns for 
60-weeks (1996-1997) 
FIRM ai Seai t-ratio ai Pi Se 0i t-ratio (ii R
2 -bar DW 
BARCLAYS 6.599 7.019 0.940 2.880 0.497 57.870 0.983 1.910 
F N B 0.052 2.714 0.019 6.242 0.043 146.35 0.997 1.917 
STANCHART 12.248 9.317 1.135 3.824 0.079 48.24 0.975 2.028 
PEP -1.656 1.169 -1.416 3.723 0.015 251.21 0.999 1.958 
SEFALANA 155.42 32.89 4.726 4.107 0.445 9.235 0.588 1.892 
ENGEN -2.944 3.381 -0.871 3.497 0.029 117.470 0.996 2 .086 
The R2 -bar obtained are very high, ranging from 58.8% for SEFALANA to 99.9% for PEP. This 
implies that, on the average, more than 80% of the variations in earnings on the BSE depend on the 
returns to the market. The DW-values show that there is no first order serial auto-correlation. 
All the beta coefficients obtained are positive and greater than one. This means that when market 
returns increase by a unit, earnings on the stocks will increase by more than that proportion. Also, 
all the beta coefficients are highly significant, implying that, the earnings on the stocks depend 
significantly on the returns to the market. 
Analysis of Cumulative Abnormal Returns (CAR): BSE 
Table 19: Cumulative Abnormal Returns, BSE 
Event Good News Bad News No News 
Week AR CAR AR CAR AR CAR 
-2 -9.8 -9.8 -10.25 -10.25 -8.74 -8.74 
-1 -9.8 -19.6 -12.10 -23.35 -8.92 -17.68 
0 -9.8 -29.4 -11.04 -33.39 -8.65 -26.31 
+ 1 -9.8 -39.2 -11.30 -44.69 -8.72 -35.03 
+2 2.98 -36.2 -10.60 -55.31 -8.42 -43.40 
The CAR plot (Figure 7) shows that the market responds to all categories of news items. The CAR 
for the good news firms decrease from event week -2 to the announcement week, week 0. It 
continues to fall up to event week +1 but increases on week +2. 
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Cumulative Abnormal Returns 
Figure 7 
CAR Analysis: BSE 
EVENT WINDOW 
Good news —•— Bad news ™"™"No news 
The CAR for the bad news and no news also decrease from week -2 through the announcement 
week to event week +2. This implies that the market reacts to earnings announcements even two 
weeks after the announcement was made. Not only is this counter-intuitive to expectations, it is a 
disingenuous result since at the least, good news should increase CAR not decrease them. This an 
indication that the market is inefficient because this observation is inconsistent with the conditions 
for any of the E M H forms of efficiency. 
The Stock Pricing Characteristics of the ZSE 
A fifty-two week period database of retail stores and banks listed on the ZSE has been developed 
for analysis of the ZSE. Six banks and seven retail stores listed on the ZSE are analysed. The results 
are presented in table 2. The R2 -adjusted values ranges from -0.0095 for FlNH to 0.306 for FMB. 
This implies that, only a small percentage of the variations in stock earnings is explained by the 
market returns. The D W values show that our estimated results do not suffer from auto-correlation 
problems. Table 20 shows that the betas of the firms dealt with ranges from -0.964 xlO^ for TRUW 
to 0.890xl0"7 for DUNL. This implies that when market returns increases by one unit stock earnings 
will increase by a far lesser proportion. 
The majority of the firms (9 out of 13) show negative betas, and only three of these; FMB, MEIK and 
TRUW , are significant. This implies that there is a negative correlation between stock earnings and 
market returns for these firms. Of the four firms with positive betas, only the beta for TEDC is 
significant. 
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Table 20: Estimation of the ZSE model parameters using equal weighted market returns for 52-
weeks (1997) 
F I R M ai Seai t-ratio ai 3i Se pi t-ratio pi R
2 -bar D W 
BARCLAYS 3725.40 506.37 7.35 -0 124 X10"6 0 111 xlO"6 -1.113 0.012 1.943 
D C Z 208.13 28.65 7.264 -0.804 x10'7 0.914 x10"
7 -0.880 0.114 1.956 
FINH 683.68 83.46 8.191 -0.344 xlO"6 0.546x10^ -0.631 -0.009 1.931 
FMB 6921.10 1162.90 5.951 -0.324 x10~5 0.124 x10
 5 -2.599 0.306 2.105 
NMBZ 2772.8 748.51 3.704 0.599 xlO"6 0.819 X10"6 0.732 0.002 2.006 
U D C 201.32 57.06 3.528 0.261 xlO"6 0.172x10"® 1.514 0.103 2.015 
DELT 2154.40 323.82 6.653 -0.225 x10"7 0.228 x10'7 -0.983 0.027 2.012 
DUNL 119.78 16.398 7.305 0.890 x10'7 0.103 X10"6 0.867 0.037 1.947 
EDGA 724.74 81.476 8.895 -0.762 x10* 0.505 x10"7 -0.151 0.020 1.977 
HADD 645.44 123.19 5.239 -0.907 x10"5 0.578 x10'5 -1.570 0.032 1.971 
MEIK 3712.80 378.54 9.808 -0.202 xlO"6 0.887x107 -2.274 0.082 1.939 
TEDC 188.48 29.99 6.283 0.106 xlO"6 0.501 x10"7 2.126 0.094 2.020 
TRUW 991.48 57.56 17.316 -0.964 x10"6 0.246 xlO"6 -3.927 0.281 2.019 
Analysis of Cumulative Abnormal Returns (CAR): ZSE 
The parameters from which the abnormal returns (AR) and subsequently the cumulative abnormal 
returns (CAR), are shown in appendix 2. The AR and CAR are analysed by 67 good news, 84 bad 
news and 5 no news is presented below. 
Table 21: Cumulative Abnormal Returns, ZSE 
Event Good News Bad News No News 
Week AR CAR AR CAR AR CAR 
-2 124.31 124.31 -89.49 -89.49 -10.75 -10.75 
-1 89.51 213.82 -87.21 -176.70 -9.50 -20.25 
0 30.76 244.58 -111.29 -288.99 -10.75 -31.00 
+1 64.32 308.70 -101.69 -391.68 -12.00 -43.00 
+2 54.98 363.68 -110.99 -502.67 -7.27 -50.27 
F i g u r e 8 
The CAR plot in Figure 8 shows evidence that the ZSE responds to both favourable and 
unfavourable earnings announcements. The CAR for good news firms increases from event week -2 
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to the announcement week, event week 0. There is a sharp increase from week 0 to week +1 and 
then a gradual increase from event week +1 to event week + 2. The CA R for bad news firms 
dropped from event week -2 to event week 0. There is a sharp drop after week 0 up to event week 
+ 2. This observation is inconsistent to instantaneous and unbiased reaction to new information. 
The CAR for no news firms dropped continuously from event week -2 to event week +2. 
The Stock Pricing Characteristics of the JSE 
A forty- three-week period data obtained on retail stores and banking sector firms listed on the JSE 
was used to estimate the standard market model. The exercise is done for thirteen listed banks and 
seventeen listed retail stores. The results are presented in table 22 below. 
Table 22: Est imat ion of the JSE model parameters using equal we ighted market returns for 43 
weeks (1997) 
FIRM ai Seai t-ratio ai 0i Se pi t-ratio pi R
2 -bar DW 
ADCORP 1978.40 86.59 22.84 0.953 x10"® 0.268x10-® 0.35 0.064 1.957 
ABSA 739.45 759.87 0.973 0.113x10® 0.415 x10"
7 2.74 0.753 1.899 
BDZ 15828 490.74 32.25 0.194 x10"® 0.105 x10~® 1.84 0.512 1.993 
FIDELITY 5071.60 311.19 16.29 0.646x10-® 0.344x10-® 1.87 0.563 1.911 
FIRST BANK 2993.20 308.12 9.71 0.737 x10"7 0.209x1 a 7 3.52 0.468 2.044 
GENSEC 5239.10 1323.30 3.96 0.354 x10"
7 0.193 xicr® 0.183 0.698 2.028 
NRB 482.17 91.12 5.29 0.489 x10 f l 0.275 x10"* 1.77 0.711 1.952 
ORION 859.24 69.45 13.37 0.211 x10"7 0.698x10"® 3.03 0.593 1.867 
PSG 1179.80 53.59 22.02 0.162x10* 0.869 x10"
7 1.87 0.534 1.893 
STANBIC 19921.0 2241.70 8.88 0.542 x10"7 0.917 x10"
7 0.59 0.158 1.995 
SAAMBOU 1088.70 31.47 34.57 -0.451 x10 f l 0.270 x10"
7 -0.17 0.003 1.873 
SASFIN 1829.70 152.78 11.97 -0.820 X10"8 0.701 x10"® -1.17 0.57 1.983 
TIGON 1144.00 169.97 6.73 -0.189 x10"7 0.124x10® -0.15 0.703 1.966 
BEARMAN 206.01 47.37 4.34 0.110x10"® 0.139x10"® 0.79 0.567 1.977 
CHARIOT 426.51 30.47 13.99 -0.839 x10"7 0.538 x10"7 -1.55 0.640 1.939 
ITTILE 2092.00 60.16 34.77 0.127 xlO'® 0.213x10"® -0.60 0.319 1.957 
INVICTA 679.80 50.50 13.46 -0.152x10"® 0.116x10"® -0.11 0.743 1.975 
FOSCHINI 1540.30 193.60 7.96 -0.123 x10"7 0.555 x10"7 -0.22 0.699 1.989 
HOMECHOICE 503.33 35.36 14.23 -0.394 x1CT7 0.887 x10"7 -0.44 0.629 2.005 
EDGARS 7511.68 4159.80 1.80 0.371 x10"® 0.645 X1CT8 0.57 0.792 2.015 
LA STORES 783.68 79.87 9.81 -0.508 x10~® 0.600x10"® -0.84 0.605 1.939 
MCARTHY 1285.80 618.03 2.08 -0.630 x10'7 0.336x10"® -0.18 0.790 2.001 
METCASH 528.68 47.04 11.24 -0.173x10"® 0.119 xicr7 -1.45 0.418 2.031 
MATHOMO 484.91 86.72 5.59 -0.175x10® 0.346x10"® -0.51 0.753 1.989 
NUCLICKS 503.92 68.09 7.400 0.845 x10"7 0.520 x10"7 1.625 0.526 1.899 
OCEANIA 1195.90 153.12 7.810 -0.665 x10~® 0.514x10"® -1.302 0.714 1.946 
PEP 988.02 111.16 8.888 0.790x10"7 0.441 x10"7 1.791 0.606 1.897 
SHOPRITE 907.35 103.96 8.727 0.136 x10s 0.272 x10"7 0.049 0.679 1.979 
SPECIALTY 349.70 60.81 5.751 0.861 x10"7 0.129 X10"6 0.565 0.661 1.965 
WOOLTRU 2167.00 563.19 3.848 -0.485 x10"7 0.139x10"® -0.348 0.667 2.01 
The Readjusted values ranges from 0.003 for SAAMBOUTO 0.792 for EDGARS. These values are very high 
relative to those obtained for the ZSE model. The R2 -adjusted implies that on the average more 
than 40% of the variations in the stock earnings is explained by the market returns. The DW 
indicate no severe auto correlation problem. 
Of the thirty stocks analysed, sixteen firms show positive betas while the rest have negative betas. 
All the betas are far less than unity. Only a very few listed stocks, ABSA, FIRST BANK and ORION show 
positive and significant betas at least at the 5% level. All the negative betas are insignificant. 
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Analysis of Cumulative Abnormal Returns (CAR): JSE 
The results of the ARs are in appendix 3. The AR and CAR for the thir ty firms considered on the 
JSE, analysed f rom 106 good news, 112 bad news and 11 no news are presented below. 
Table 23: Cumulative Abnormal Returns, JSE 
Event Good News Bad News No News 
Week AR CAR AR CAR AR CAR 
-2 102.87 102.87 -119.15 -119.15 -3.49 -3.91 
-1 97.48 200.35 -139.22 -225.65 2.42 -1.49 
0 84.50 284.85 -134.22 -392.87 -6.12 -7.61 
+ 1 91.72 376.57 -157.92 -550.79 -2.21 -9.82 














Good news — • — Bad news No news 
The CAR plots in Figure 9 for the good news firms show that, initially the CAR increases 
gradually f rom event week -2 to the announcement week. It then increased sharply up to event 
week + 1 and then falls sharply in event week +2. 
The CAR plots for the bad news firms depicts an initial sharp drop f rom event week -2 up to the 
announcement week. There is a gradual drop f rom week 0 to week + 1 and then a drastic increase 
in week +2. The CAR for the no news firms increases from week -2 to week -1. It falls sharply in 
week 0, gradually in week +1 and finally improved in week +2. 
Event Study: Findings and Conclusions. 
In analysing the three southern African markets using event study methodology, two main 
objectives were accomplished. Using sample of data of stocks f rom the retail and banking sectors 
we have analysed the earnings characteristics and tested the efficiency of these markets. Specifically, 
we have tested the hypotheses that (a) both the BSE and ZSE are inefficient, and (b) the JSE is 
weak-form efficient. The exercise is performed for retail stores and banks listed on these markets'" . 
76 Due to lack of readily available data, this does not apply to the JSE; where the analysis was not conducted for all the stocks that 
are classified in the two sectors. 
CAR Analysis: JSE 
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The analyses of the pricing characteristics of the three market reveals mixed results, except in the 
case of the BSE where the betas are consistently positive and significant. 
The C A R analyses confirm the hypothesis that both the BSE and the ZSE are inefficient markets, 
because they are inconsistent to instantaneous reaction to new earnings announcement releases. 
The JSE analysis indicates that this market is more efficient than the other two markets. This 
market tends to normalise after the event week +1. 
The level of cross-sectional variation of returns is often indicative of the level of efficiency of the 
market in which stocks are listed. The hypothesis that changes in relative risk affect expected 
earnings and abnormal returns, measured by the slope of the earnings response coefficient - how 
quickly investors respond to new information - is now quite common knowledge. From the outset 
of this study we have had as an underlying premise that earnings changes have systematic economic 
determinants (events) (see for example Ball, Kothari, and Watts (1991)), which are likely to be 
associated wi th variations in unexpected returns across markets, and as such might suggest the 
extent to which they are integrated. The results suggest that the relationship between market cross-
section returns variability is probably due to the presence of differential information, and the 
informat ion variability of returns is higher for the ZSE than it is for the BSE. However, the relative 
(cross-market) behaviour of cumulative abnormal returns makes conclusions regarding the 
integration of the three markets questionable. The differences in the level of efficiency (as deduced 
f rom the C A R analysis) between the JSE and the two other markets, makes the likelihood of 
integration low. 
However some caveats to our results exist. Firstly , the infrequency of trading on the BSE and the 
ZSE, and the paucity of stock price and cross section data on earnings and dividend announcement 
data in Botswana and Zimbabwe, means that the results are subject to returns estimation bias. 
Secondly, it has also been established that JSE market efficiency is also affected by infrequency of 
trading. Indeed, although their methodology was criticised by Gilbert and Roux (1978) and Clark 
(1979), Saloner and Strebel (1978) have identified the impact of infrequent trading on beta values of 
stocks listed on the JSE. Their findings (Saloner and Strebel (1978)), suggest that the EMH only fits 
the behaviour of shares with average trading volumes in excess of 250,000 per year, at the time 
applicable to half the shares listed on the JSE. We did not analyse the volume of trades of the JSE 
listed stocks that we used in our analysis This could be an area for future research. 
9. C O N C L U S I O N S 
This research project has covered a wide range of issues relating to the characteristics of Southern 
African stock markets, including linkages between those markets, the efficiency of those markets, 
and their relationships with economic developments. There are a range of findings, which we draw 
together here to present broad conclusions regarding the stock markets under review. 
O n e of the main conclusions is that within the Southern African markets, there is evidence of 
linkages between the Botswana and South African markets, but little evidence of linkages between 
the Zimbabwe market and either of the other two markets. The Botswana and South Africa 
markets appear to be linked in the long term, as manifested in the cointegration of the stock market 
indices, but not in the short term, as shown by the results of correlation tests. These findings may 
reflect the strength of the relative economic linkages between the three countries. Botswana and 
South Africa have a highly open economic relationship: they are partners in the Southern African 
Customs Union ; Botswana obtains around 75% of its imports f rom South Africa, which is also an 
increasingly important export market, especially for non-mineral exports; even though Botswana 
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left the Rand Monetary Area in 1976, the Botswana pula is pegged to a basket of currencies 
containing the SA rand; and South African firms are a major source of foreign direct investment in 
Botswana. Many economic developments in South Africa also have a direct effect on Botswana. 
Zimbabwe, too, has close economic links with both Botswana and South Africa. There is 
substantial trade between Zimbabwe and South Africa, and significant trade between Zimbabwe 
and Botswana (although its importance has declined in recent years). Zimbabwe too is affected by 
regional economic developments. However, the Zimbabwean economy is in some ways less 
integrated into the region; although it is part of SADC (Southern African Development 
Community), it is not part of SACU, which is a much stronger economic grouping. Historically 
the Zimbabwean economy has been quite isolated (especially during the UDI years), and many of 
its firms are purely locally owned rather than linked to larger regional or international groups. N o r 
has its currency been particularly linked to those of Botswana or South Africa. The Zimbabwe 
Stock Exchange may therefore respond predominantly to local events rather than regional or 
international ones. The limited evidence of linkages between Zimbabwe and the other two markets 
- from correlation coefficients - suggests that the degree of co-movements between the Zimbabwe 
Stock Exchange and those of Botswana and South Africa has diminished since the Zimbabwean 
economy (and stock exchange) have become more liberalised and, presumably, more integrated 
with the regional economy27. However, this liberalisation has been part of Zimbabwe's Economic 
Structural Adjustment Programme (ESAP), which the country has been undertaking since the early 
1990s. This has caused a particular set of economic developments in Zimbabwe, which are very 
specific to its own conditions, and not particularly related to regional or international 
developments. Zimbabwe has also been through the sharpest change in economic policy during the 
period under consideration (compared to Botswana and South Africa, where economic policy has 
b e e n m u c h m o r e c o n s i s t e n t ) , a n d t h i s m a y a l so b e a n e x p l a n a t i o n f o r t h e s h a r p t u r n a r o u n d in t h e 
performance of the Zimbabwe Stock Exchange between the two periods. Furthermore, Zimbabwe 
has a much higher degree of dependence upon agriculture than Botswana or South Africa, and thus 
drought and related factors tend to have a much greater effect on the economy, and presumably the 
stock market, in Zimbabwe than in mineral-dependent Botswana or the relatively diversified South 
African economy. 
It should also be noted that the different sectoral composition of different countries' stock market 
indices may be a cause of the lack of co-movements. For instance, the JSE has a large number of 
stocks, reflecting South Africa's diversified economy, but by international standards there is a 
relatively prominent role for the mining sector. Botswana and Zimbabwe have much less diversified 
economies, and hence their stock exchanges have a different sectoral composition. Economic or 
other developments that affect certain industrial sectors more than others may then weaken the 
impact of forces which would otherwise tend to cause markets to move together. 
A second conclusion concerning linkages between stock markets is that the southern African 
markets, both individually and as a group, are not closely linked to either the two major developed 
country stock markets (the USA and the UK) or to other emerging stock markets. There is some 
weak evidence that the Southern African markets are linked to the USA and Latin American 
markets, but this is hardly conclusive and may benefit from further investigation. It is also unlikely 
that there would be a strong linkage between these markets and Latin America, as broader 
economic links between the two are undeveloped. However, one explanation could be that 
27 However it should be noted that although Zimbabwe has extensively liberalised the current account of the balance of 
payments, exchange control restrictions on capital movements, especially outflows, remain quite strict. 
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Zimbabwe and South Africa are going through similar types of economic reform programmes as 
some of the Latin American countries, and their business sectors, previously heavily protected from 
international competition, are being progressively exposed to competition as tariff barriers come 
down. 
In terms of short term relationships (correlations of returns), the South African market appears to 
be more closely linked than Botswana and Zimbabwe to the emerging and developed markets. To 
this extent, South Africa is more vulnerable than Botswana and Zimbabwe to "Tequila effect" type 
disturbances, or contagion from other emerging markets. Indeed, this is supported by casual 
observation of movements of the JSE index during the recent (late 1997) disturbances in Asian 
markets. We interpret this as resulting from the much larger size of the JSE, and the existence of 
more efficient mechanisms for transmitting international influences, as compared to Botswana and 
Zimbabwe. It also has a much greater weight in international fund managers' portfolios, and is 
therefore more likely to be affected by any general portfolio readjustment related to emerging 
market stocks. Nevertheless, these short term linkages are not manifested in long term relationships 
between South Africa and other stock markets internationally. 
A further conclusion is that there is some evidence that international linkages between the stock 
markets reviewed here has increased over time; whereas no cointegration was found for the 1989-93 
period, or over the 1989-96 period as a whole, it was present for the 1994-96 period. This is 
compatible with the expected effects of liberalisation and globalisation on international stock 
market linkages. However, the period reviewed (especially the second sub-period) is relatively 
short, and would benefit f rom further investigation when another year or two of data are available. 
Moving from linkages between markets, to considering the markets individually, we find that there 
is some evidence of weak form inefficiency, for Botswana and the UK, in the first sub-period. For 
Botswana, this is not entirely surprising. This period marked the first few years after the 
establishment of the BSE, and the market was characterised by low liquidity, and few buyers and 
sellers. Share prices rose steadily during this period, largely influenced by adjustment to the 
existence of the new market (shares were previously much less liquid, and hence worth less), and 
the deliberate underpricing of new issues in order to attract first-time share buyers. The second 
period is one of greater maturity for the BSE, and in particular a much greater foreign presence, 
which added participants with a more sophisticated understand of market processes. Thus the 
finding of weak form efficiency in period 2 is welcome, although not entirely surprising. What is 
surprising is that the Zimbabwe market was found to be efficient in both sub-periods, and also 
experienced an opening up to foreign investors in 1994; it was expected that it too would be found 
to be inefficient in the first period. 
In terms of relationships between stock markets and economic factors, the JSE demonstrates the 
closest relationship to variables that are expected to be important. The real stock market index has a 
positive long term relationship (over the period 1985-95) with real GDP and the real exchange rate, 
and a negative relationship with the real long term interest rate. The main transmission of 
international influences is through the real exchange rate; there is no long term relationship with 
either US GDP or real interest rates. The ZSE also has long term relationships with some economic 
variables, but the direction of the relationship with some of the economic variables is perverse. In 
terms of international influences, it appear to be more closely linked to US (or global) economic 
factors than to South African economic factors. But overall, the ZSE is only related in the expected 
manner with domestic real G D P and domestic real interest rates. We interpret this as indicating 
that the rather odd relationship between the ZSE and economic factors, especially international 
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influences, has been primarily affected by the high level of control over market processes which the 
economy has experienced over much of this period, and the isolation of its capital market f rom the 
international economy, which prevents the normal relationships from emerging. However, they 
may do so over time. As for Botswana, the BSE index was stationary over the 1989-96 period, and 
hence could not exhibit any long term relationship with (non-stationary) economic variables. 
Nevertheless, in the short term economic variables do appear to have an influence in line with 
expectations - with the real exchange rate, domestic and South African real GDP growth all having 
a positive influence, and domestic real interest rates having a negative influence. This is an 
encouraging result, and indicates that as the BSE matures, it will reflect the impact of economic 
variables in the long term in a way that will enable it to play a more effective role in the economy. 
A number of policy conclusions can be drawn from the results of this research, relating to 
international capital flows and portfolio diversification, stock market development, and regional 
integration. The lack of cointegration between the Southern African markets and other 
international markets - both developed and emerging markets - suggests that Southern Africa will 
continue to experience capital inflows, as fund managers seek the international diversification of 
risk that these market can apparently offer. However, the long term relationship between the 
Botswana and South Africa markets suggests that there may be few diversification benefits from 
investing in both markets, which - given the much larger size of the JSE - will tend to work against 
Botswana. Nevertheless, Zimbabwe can offer the potential for diversification gains, even for those 
who are already investing in South Africa. 
This conclusion is however supportive of the overall needs of the three countries. Botswana has 
experienced a current account surplus for many years, and is therefore a capital exporter; in 
aggregate terms, it has little need for the finance that portfolio capital inflows bring (although it 
may benefit from the skills that these more sophisticated foreign market participants bring with 
them). South Africa and Zimbabwe are capital importers, and thus portfolio capital inflows can 
potentially help to relieve the constraints imposed by a shortage of domestic savings. 
Nevertheless, dependence upon portfolio capital inflows can be problematic, due to its potential 
volatility. For countries to benefit, supportive policies must be in place, and there should be 
macroeconomic stability - as instability is a primary reason for the volatility of portfolio capital. If a 
country receives substantial portfolio inflows, efforts should be made to prevent appreciation of the 
real exchange rate, excessive monetary expansion, or speculative asset price bubbles - a combination 
that can be quite demanding of policymakers, particularly the monetary authorities. 
A second policy conclusion relating to portfolio capital inflows is that, even with potential 
diversification gains on offer, these flows may still be inhibited by other problems at the level of 
stock markets themselves. For instance, restrictions on foreign shareholdings still exist in 
Zimbabwe and Botswana. And although the three markets are reasonably well monitored by the 
relevant authorities, there still remain potential insider trading problems that may deter foreign 
investors. More generally, the authorities need to ensure that the rules and regulations governing 
stock markets, as well as the transparency of their administration, evolves in line with international 
best practice. Other areas where reforms are needed include clearing and settlement (which can still 
be quite slow) and custody arrangements, especially for foreign-owned shares. . 
With regard to the process of stock market development, and its relationship to the broader process 
of economic development, we have seen that all of the three Southern African markets considered 
are illiquid by world standards, even though there have been steady improvements in recent years. 
Other researchers have noted that liquidity (relative to both market size and GDP) is one of the 
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key factors determining the overall economic impact of stock markets. However, low liquidity 
results primarily from the presence of large blocks of shares held by controlling interests or 
institutions, who may have few other opportunities for investment; this may be due to exchange 
controls (in all three of the countries reviewed), or relatively underdeveloped financial sectors (for 
Botswana, and to a lesser extent, Zimbabwe). While the former point can be dealt with fairly 
quickly, the latter cannot, and overall, liquidity is likely to increase only slowly, even with 
supportive policies in place. Other factors which can help to boost liquidity include encouraging 
more listings - which is a crucial need in Botswana in particular, with only 12 listed stocks - and the 
establishment of more brokers. 
A third area of policy concern is that of regional economic integration. The evidence from this 
study suggests that the extent of capital market linkages is greater between South Africa and 
Botswana than between Zimbabwe and either of the other two countries. This may reflect 
Botswana's history of relatively liberal exchange controls, or simply the close economic relations 
that exist between the two countries. By contrast, Zimbabwe, and to a lesser extent South Africa, 
have maintained relatively strict capital controls, at least until recently. Greater regional economic 
integration - in the sense of development of a regional capital market - will still require significant 
further policy reforms, to allow the free flow of capital at least between countries in the region (say, 
the SADC countries). For instance, Botswana has a surplus of domestic savings over its investment 
needs, while South Africa and Zimbabwe are in the opposite position. From a regional perspective, 
there would be some logic in allowing firms to raise capital on the Botswana Stock Exchange 
(tapping into Botswana's surplus funds), and allowing this capital to be used to finance investment 
in other countries of the region. At present, such a scenario would not be automatically permitted 
under Botswana's exchange control regulations (although this does not mean that a request to do so 
would be turned down). This would help to provide Botswana savers with a greater range of 
financial instruments (which they lack at present) and regional investors with an additional source 
of funds28. Nevertheless, any regional capital market will remain dominated by South Africa for the 
foreseeable future, given the very large size of the JSE relative to other stock markets in the region. 
-S As this report was being completed, in early 1998, further capital account liberalisation was undertaken in Botswana, 
which permitted foreign companies to float domestic currency bonds and export the capital proceeds in foreign currency. 
However, this is not yet possible with new share issues, although dual listings of existing foreign stocks are permitted. 
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Appendix 1: Estimates of the BSE abnormal returns using equal weighted market returns 
Firm ai Seai t-ratio ai Pi Se pi t-ratio pi R
2-bar 
BARCLAYS -10.56 47.3 -0.22 2.987 0.333 8.965 0.898 
F N B -19.69 5.41 -3.63 6.555 0.0834 78.52 0.997 
STANCHART 0.63 30.72 0.021 3.917 0.262 14.9 0.96 
PEP 0.35 x10"13 0.242 x10'12 0.147 3.703 0.305 121 1 
SEFAUVNA -14.99 24.36 -0.61 6.461 0.32 20.141 0.978 
ENGEN -5.761 13.6 -0.42 3.519 0.121 29.024 0.983 
Append ix 2: Est imates of the ZSE abnormal returns us ing equal we igh ted market re turns 
Firm ai Seai t-ratio ai Pi Se pi t-ratio pi R
2 -bar 
BARCLAYS 5421.9 641.9 8.44 -0.506 xlO"6 0.143*10"® -3.5387 0.5615 
DCZ 272.53 43.5 6.25 -0.255x10"® 0.126*10"® -2.0236 0.2559 
FINH 445.17 106.6 4.17 0.789 xlO"6 0.631*10"® 1.2512 0.0388 
FND 3865.1 3928.6 0.98 -0.171 x10"® 0.420*10"5 -0.407*10"1 -0.1248 
N B M Z 2543.5 1513.3 1.68 0.830 xlO"6 0.165*10"5 0.50239 -0.0564 
UDC 34.284 61.9 0.55 0.718 x10"® 0.183*10"® 3.9071 0.5646 
DELT 2865.1 637.4 4.49 -0.648 x10'7 0.424*10"7 0.424*10'7 0.1286 
D U N L 225.83 92.1 2.45 0.416 x10"® 0.587*10"® -1.04 0.0111 
E D G A R S 723.28 138.3 5.22 -0.458 xlO"8 0.901*10'7 0.508*10'1 -0.076 
H A D D 764.14 320.1 2.38 -0.123*10"* 0.147*10^ -0.837 -0.0342 
M E I K 3669.7 1304.4 2.81 -0.94*10"4 0.292*10"* -0.665 -0.066 
T E D C 177.78 66.4 2.67 0.126*10"® 0.109*10® 1.1582 0.0238 
T R W 1411.7 807.9 1.74 -0.272*10'5 0.353*10"5 -0.783 -0.0448 
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Appendix 3 Estimates of JSE abnormal returns using equal weighted market returns 
FIRM ai Seai t-ratio ai PI Se pi t-ratio pi 
Rz-bar 
ADCORP 1993 264.42 7.537 0.120 x10* 0.952 x10* 0.126 
0.075 
A B S A 830.58 900.88 0.922 0 . 1 1 6 X 1 0 * 0.496 x10'
7 2.352 0.1926 
B D Z 14006 737.22 1 8 . 9 9 0.662 x10* 0.185x10* 3.571 0.566 
FIDELITY 5109.8 240.62 21.24 0.660 x10* 0.282x10* 2.339 0.242 
FIRST BANK 2689 393.89 6.82 0.955 x10'
7 0.267 x10'7 3.27 0.456 
GENSEC 4275.6 522.26 8.18 0.236x10* 0.719x10* 3.57 0.522 
N R B 458.3 83.65 5.48 0.602 x10* 0.289 x10* 2.08 0.193 
ORION 1010.9 46.93 21.54 0.986 x10"
9 0.543 x10* 0.182 -0.07 
P S G 1108 27 41.03 0.363x10'
7 0.421 x10'7 -863 -0.02 
STANBIC 18620 3045.2 6.114 0.975 x10'
7 0.126x10* 0.773 -0.03 
SAAMBOU 1104.3 64.68 17.07 -0.361 x10"
7 0.562 x10 7 -0.17 -0.04 
SASFIN 11764.8 33.24 53.08 -0.497 x10* 0.389x10* -12.76 0.81 
TIGON 1602.2 181.37 0.83 -0.394x10* 0.123x10* -3.2 0.327 
BEARMAN 151.71 181.37 0.836 0.326x10* 0.561 x10* 0.58 -0.08 
CHARIOT 483.01 22.27 21.68 0.221 x10* 0.413 x10"
7 -5.35 0.664 
ITT1LE 2112.01 81.21 26.02 -0.21 x10* 0.268x10* -0.78 -0.02 
INVICTA 645.16 27.24 23.68 -0.110x10* 0.812 x10"
7 -1.63 0.11 
FOSCHINI 2560 231.57 11.06 -0.334x10^ 0.703 x10"
7 -4.75 0.607 
HOMECHOICE 450.6 29.99 15.03 0.114x10* 0.812 x10"
7 1.409 0.065 
EDGARS -743.13 1111 -0.066 0.164x10* 0.170 x10* 0.96 0 
L A STORES 792.46 68.27 11.61 -0.840 x10* 0.579x10* -1.45 0.073 
MCARTHY 4549 636.66 -5.06 -0.174x10* 0.345x10* -5.06 0.733 
METCASH 485.99 42.94 11.31 -0.826x10* 0.106 x10"
7 -0.77 -0.02 
MATHC**O 748.52 36.94 20.26 -0.150x10* 0.156 x10* -9.58 0.866 
NUCLICXS 759.19 34.06 22.28 -0.112x10* 0.259 x10"
7 -4.345 0.665 
OCEANIA 1168.6 69.58 16.79 -0.747 x10* 0.259x10* -3.077 0.714 
PEP 1375.2 72.64 18.93 -0.87 x10"
7 0.314 x10"7 -2.76 0.322 
SHOPRITE 1058.6 72.64 18.93 -0.87 x10'
7 0.314 x10'7 -2.77 0.322 
SPECIALTY 334.63 53.95 6.2 0.176x10* 0.137x10* 1.283 0.067 
WOOLTRU 4176 892.35 4.67 -0.112x10* 0.259 x10
7 -4.345 0.665 
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